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Abstract
The rapid growth of wireless subscribers and services as well as the increased use of internet
services, suggest that wireless internet access will increase rapidly over the next few years.
This will require the provision of high data rate wireless communication services. However
the problem of a limited and expensive radio spectrum coupled with the problem of the
wireless fading channel makes it difficult to provide these services. For these reasons, the
research area of high data rate, bandwidth efficient and reliable wireless communications
is currently receiving much attention.
Concatenated codes are a class of forward error correction codes which consist of two or
more constituent codes. These codes achieve reliable communications very close to the
Shannon limit provided that sufficient diversity, such as temporal or spatial diversity, is
available. Space-time trellis codes (STTCs) merge channel coding and transmit antenna
diversity to improve system capacity and performance. The main focus of this dissertation
is on STTCs and concatenated STTCs in quasi-static and rapid Rayleigh fading channels.
Analytical bounds are useful in determining the behaviour of a code at high SNRs where
it becomes difficult to generate simulation results. A novel method is proposed to analyse
the performance of STTCs and the accuracy of this analysis is compared to simulation
results where it is shown to closely approximate system performance.
The field of concatenated STTCs has already received much attention and has shown
improved performance over conventional STTCs. It was recently shown that double concatenated convolutional codes in AWGN channels outperform simple concatenated codes.
Motivated by this, two double concatenated STTC structures are proposed and their per-
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formance is compared to that of a simple concatenated STTCs. It is shown that double
concatenated STTCs outperform simple concatenated STTCs in rapid Rayleigh fading
channels. An analytical model for this system in rapid fading is developed which combines the proposed analytical method for STTCs with existing analytical techniques for
concatenated convolutional codes.
The final part of this dissertation considers a direct-sequencejslow-frequency-hopped (DSj
SFH) code division multiple access (CDMA) system with turbo coding and multiple transmit antennas. The system model is modified to include a more realistic, time correlated
Rayleigh fading channel and the use of side information is incorporated to improve the
performance of the turbo decoder. Simulation results are presented for this system and it
is shown that the use of transmit antenna diversity and side information can be used to
improve system performance.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1

General

Predictions of "wireless catching up with wireline" are already evident today with the
number of worldwide wireless subscribers expected to exceed 1 billion by the year 2002
[1]. Many factors are driving the wireless internet and wireless information revolution.
A computer literate society which is becoming more reliant on data and information has
emerged. Personal and business lifestyles are placing increased demands on both travel
and mobility. Technology has provided high speed and cost effective mobile systems which
are small, powerful and application rich. The market has shown a rapid growth in the use
of internet and mobile services along with the growth of electronic commerce and increased
use of portable computers. These factors have increased the demand for high data rate
wireless communication services.
Many different second generation (2G) wireless systems have been developed, such as
Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) and 1S-95 code division multiple access
(CDMA). Third generation (3G) cellular systems aim to provide access to a diverse range of
services for anyone, anywhere, anytime and at the lowest possible cost and merge existing
cellular systems into a seamless radio infrastructure.
In order to coordinate global standardization of 3G systems, the International Telecom1
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munications Union (ITU) formed the International Mobile Telecommunications for the
21st century (IMT-2000) program. The goal of this program is to allow wireless access to
the global telecommunication infrastructure through both satellite and terrestrial systems,
serving fixed and mobile users in public and private networks. Various standardisation
bodies have agreed that global standards should specify the services and interfaces necessary for international compatibility and that regional standards should then be allowed
to specify the details. In this way different IMT-2000 systems can exist between regions
based on a common framework.
Some major objectives of IMT-2000 and differences from 2G systems are as follows: use of
a common global frequency band; small pocket terminals with worldwide roaming; optimisation of a common radio interface for multiple operating environments; high transmission
speed allowing for both circuit and packet switched as well as multimedia services; compatibility of IMT-2000 services with fixed network services; spectrum efficiency, quality
and flexibility.
There are a number of IMT-2000 terrestrial radio interfaces. These are Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS), CDMA2000 and Universal Terrestrial Radio
Access Time Division Duplex (UTRA TDD). UMTS or wideband code division multiple
access (vVCDMA) is likely to be used in most future 3G systems. It is being developed
under European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) and is intended for the
evolution of the (GSM) networks. The UMTS terrestrial radio access (UTRA) system is
the radio part of the UMTS standard and has been specified to operate in a large variety
of environments. Future development of IMT-2000 aims to include re-configurable terminals, downloading of services and applications, broadband satellite systems and space-time
techniques. Space-time techniques allow for increased system capacity and bandwidth efficiency.
Network operators are constantly competing for the very limited radio spectrum which
is essential to the provision of the described services. High demand generally results in
high cost where recently $17.2 billion was raised for the PCS licenses auctioned in the
United States of America. The extremely high cost of bandwidth has motivated network
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operators and equipment suppliers to develop systems which squeeze every possible bit
out of the available bandwidth.
The demand for high capacity wireless communication systems is evident, but the high.
cost of the limited radio spectrum is a major obstacle to the provision of high date rate
services. The ability of future wireless systems to deliver high quality, high data rate
and bandwidth efficient services is integral to future progress and development of wireless
communication systems.

1.2

Digital communication systems·

This section describes the main components of a digital communications system. Various
methods used to improve system performance are discussed and lastly the field of spacetime coding is introduced.

1.2.1

An overview

The goal of a communication system is to send a message from a source to one or more
destinations such that the recovered message is an identical replica of the original message.
A basic communication system [2J, consisting of a transmitter, a channel and a receiver,
is shown in Fig. 1.1.

OIl

Source
decoder

Figure 1.1: A communications system.
The original message could take an analog (continuous time) or digital (discrete time)
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form. The source encoder constructs an information bit stream from the original message
using as few bits as possible. This process is often referred to as compression. By adding
redundancy to the information or uncoded bits by encoding them, they are protected
against channel impairments. The digital modulator converts the encoded bits into a
continuous time signal waveform which is suitable for transmission over the channel.
The communication channel between the transmitter and receiver corrupts the transmitted signal in a random like manner. In a wireless channel three main processes corrupt
the transmitted signal, namely time-varying multipath fading, additive Gaussian noise
(AWGN) and cochannel interference.
The demodulator provides an estimate of the encoded bit stream using the received signal.
These estimates are then decoded where the most likely information bit sequence is chosen
based on the code '.lsed. Finally the source decoder reconstructs an estimate of the original
message from the decoded information bits.
Corruption of the transmitted signal by the channel causes errors m the demodulated
signal. These errors may be corrected by the channel decoder, but this is not always the
case. The rate of bit errors in the information stream or bit error rate (BER) gives a
measure of the performance of the channel encoder and modulator.
The bandwidth efficiency and uncoded bit rate of a communication system are often
described in terms of capacity. This is the ratio of data rate in bps to the bandwidth in
Hz used. Thus capacity has units bps/Hz where a high capacity is synonymous with high
bandwidth efficiency.

1.2.2

Error correcting codes

The uncoded bit stream is generally divided into frames and transmitted one frame at
a time.

There are two main approaches to correcting errors in a transmitted frame.

Automatic repeat request (ARQ) will request the transmitter to resend the entire frame
if the receiver detects any errors. This technique is well suited to reliable channels as the
probability of error is small and hence the number of retransmissions is low. In harsher
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channels, such as the wireless channel, ARQ is not a suitable technique as the frame may
need to be resent several times before it is received correctly. In these harsher channels
forward error correction (FEC) is used where the receiver attempts to correct errors within
the frame. A variety of FEC codes exist, namely block codes, convolutional codes and
concatenated codes. These FEC codes improve system performance at the cost of increased
system bandwidth.
Block codes, which were developed first, map a block of k information bits to a block
of n encoded bits where k < n. These codes allow a limited number of errors to be
detected and a limited number of errors to be corrected. Block codes encountered in
practice include; Hamming codes, Hadamard codes, Golay codes, cyclic Hamming codes,
cyclic Golay codes, maximum-length shift register codes, Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem
(BCH) codes [2]. Reed-Solomon (RS) codes [3], which fall under non-binary BCH codes,
have good distance properties and allow for protection against burst errors. There exist
efficient hard decision decoding algorithms, making these codes practical for a realistic
system.
Convolutional codes were originally proposed by Elias [4]. They are different from block
codes as data is not gl'ouped into large blocks, but instead data is continuously encoded
by passing k information bits at a time through a linear m.-stage shift register. At each
time instant, n encoded bits are calculated as a function of the current k information bits
and the m. shift register stages. Convolutional codes were first decoded using sequential
decoding, but the first optimal (maximum-likelihood) Jecoder was proposed by Viterbi
in 1967. The Viterbi algorithm [5J allowed for practical decoding and many applications
were developed as a result of this algorithm. A big advantage of convolutional codes over
block codes is the existence of soft-decision decoding algorithms such as the soft decision
Viterbi algorithm and the maximum a posteriori (MAP) algorithm.
The first concatenated code proposed was proposed by D. Forney in 1966 [6J where the
output of a RS code was ther: convolutionally encoded. This combined the good low SNR
performance of convolutional codes with the good burst error protection properties of RS
codes. In NASA's Galileo mission, a block interleaver was placed between the RS and
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convolutional codes to spread out long error bursts. In 1993 a new class of concatenated
codes were proposed by Berrou, Glavieux and Thitimajshima and were given the name
turbo codes [7, 8]. Turbo codes were shown to achieve reliable communications at SNRs
close to the Shannon limit in AWGN channels. The basic structure, which is described in
detail in chapter 4, consists of two recursive systematic convolutional codes concatenated
in parallel, separated by a pseudo-random interleaver. These codes are decoded using a
suboptimal, yet powerful, iterative decoding algorithm which can be implemented with
realisable complexity. The algorithm exchanges extrinsic information between decoders
which allows the decoding process to be iterated several times, decreasing the number of
errors on each iteration.

1.2.3

Modulation

The conversion of the encoded bit stream to its analog representation can be done in many
different ways. A host of modulation techniques [9, chap. 6] are available such as binary
and M-ary amplitude, frequency and phase shift-keying. These modulation techniques are
chosen on the basis of system bandwidth and fading characteristics of the channel.

1.2.4

Combined coding and modulation

By treating the encoder and modulator as a single entity, large performance gains are
obtained. With Trellis Coded Modulation (TCM) [10] the encoder/modulator combination
is designed to increase the EUclidean distance rather than the Hamming distance between
sequences of symbols. In this way coding gain is achieved through signal set expansion
with no increase in system power or bandwidth. The concept of TCM combined with turbo
coding was investigated in [11, 12, 13] and these systems showed improved performance
over conventional TCM schemes.
Ina wireless channel deep fades are often experienced. When only one path exists between
the transmitter and receiver and this path experiences a deep fade, it is almost impossible
to achieve reliable communications. To overcome this problem various diversity techniques
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have been considered and this is the topic of the next section.

1.2.5

Diversity

In a wireless channel the transmitted signal is severely distorted due to multipath fading
caused by destructive addition of multipaths and by interference from other users in multiple access systems. A signal experiencing a deep fade is highly susceptible to noise and
this makes it difficult for the receiver to correctly determine the transmitted signal. Thus
improving the performance of the channel encoder or modulator or combination thereof is
not sufficient to achieve reliable communications. If multiple copies of the original signal
are transmitted over independently fading sub channels, the probability of each signal
undergoing a deep fade is gTeatly reduced. The receiver then combines the signals from
each sub channel to obtain a closer approximation of the original transmitted signal.
In a realistic system diversity techniques are only useful if there is low correlation between
the multiple sub channels. Therefore when selecting a diversity technique one take into
account the characteristics of the communications channel. Many diversity techniques
exist [14, Chap. 7] and can be divided into three main categories namely time, frequency
and space and direction diversity as shown in Fig. 1.2. A good overview of the application

I.

of these techniques to cellular systems is given in [15] where it was concluded that it is
essential to use space diversity in 3G systems.
Diversity

----1----....."

"'-1

Frequency

Time

Space and
direction

I
Antenna

~

1---',
Polarisation

Angle

Aa < A" Aa= A" Aa» A"
Figure 1.2: Classification of diversity techniques.
Time or temporal diversity rnakes use of channel coding and interleaving to spread the
information over time. This diversity technique is only effective if the channel is time
variant, such as with rapid fading channels, and it provides little diversity gain in slow
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fading channels. Frequency diversity requires the channel to be frequency selective and
works well if the frequency separation between sub channels is greater than the coherence
bandwidth. For both time diversity using FEe codes and frequency diversity, performance
gain is achieved at the cost of increased system bandwidth.
Space and direction diversity includes antenna, angle and polarization diversity techniques.
Antenna diversity can again be divided into three cases where the antenna separation Aa
is either much greater than, approximately equal to or less than the carrier wavelength Ac .
In the first case the signals are uncorrelated and experience different propagation path loss
and shadowing conditions. In the second case the signals are approximately uncorrelated
and in the third case the signals are correlated. With this form of diversity there is no
increase is system bandwidth or total transmitted power. Angle diversity resolves and
combines signals with different angles of arrival. Polarization diversity combines signals
with two different, generally orthogonal, polarizations.
In terms of combining the replicas of the transmitted signal, a number of diversity combining techniques exist. These include scanning, selection, maximal ratio and equal gain
combining, where maximal ratio combining achieves the best performance.

1.2.6

Antenna diversity

In a power limited and bandwidth limited wireless communication system, many of the
previously mentioned performance enhancing techniques are not suitable. Diversity is
the key to reliable communication but tim8 and frequency diversity result in bandwidth
expansion. Receive antenna diversity where a single transmit and multiple receive antennas
are employed has been well studied and is used in many communication systems such as
at the base-station in cellular systems to improve the uplink 1 performance. This method
does not require any increase in system power or bandwidth and is effective in improving
the system performance.
Mobile terminals, such as those used in cellular systems, are required to be small and
1 Link

from mobile terminal to base station.
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lightweight and have low power consumption. Employing receive diversity at the mobile
terminal increases its cost, size and power consumption due to multiple antennas and
radio frequency down conversion chains.

Furthermore the multiple antennas are very

close together and signals arriving at each antenna are highly correlated which reduces'
the diversity gain. Thus receive antenna diversity at the mobile terminal is not a practical
or effective solution to improve the downlink 2 performance of cellular systems.
Transmit diversity, where multiple transmit antennas are used, improves system performance when receive diversity is not available. Multiple antennas employed at the base
station can be sufficiently separated to ensure spatially uncorrelated fading and the extra
processing burden is placed on the base station and not on the mobile terminal.
When multiple antennas can be employed at both the transmitter and receiver such as
in wireless LANs or point to point communication systems, advantage can be taken of
both transmit and receive diversity. Large capacity improvements of such a system can be
obtained and this improvement cannot be achieved by receive diversity alone. This was
shown from a theoretical view point in [16, 17, 18].
Thus the use of transmit diversity is two fold. It improves the system performance and/or
capacity when receive diversity is not available and enhances the performance and/or
capacity of receive diversity systems. In both cases the performance gain comes at no
increase in system power or bandwidth.

1.2.7

Space-time trellis codes

Information theory has indicated the considerable gains in capacity achievable by multiantenna systems. The next step was to design coding schemes suitable for multi-antenna
transmission which perform close to the theoretical capacity. A number of different approaches have been proposed. These are layered space-time codes [19, 20] and space-time
codes (STCs) which can be classified as space-time trellis codes (STTCs) [21] and spacetime block codes (STBCs) [22]. These schemes are described in more detail in section 2.4.
2Link from base station to mobile terminal
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They combine spatial and temporal diversity techniques and exploit the benefits of both.
It is well known that the STTCs achieve higher coding gains than STBCs [23] and both

achieve maximum diversity gain. In [24] STTCs were shown to outperform layered spacetime codes. Therefore STTCs offer a good trade off between performance and complexity.
Unlike TCM where coding gain is achieved through signal set expansion, STTCs achieve
coding gain through expansion in antenna space.
Much work has been done in the field of STTCs. A number of different channel models
have been considered. New codes achieving higher coding gains have been proposed. The
performance of STTCs with and without channel state information has been investigated.
A few analytical techniques have been presented but these did not clearly explain all
aspects of the analysis.

A number of simple concatenated schemes using STTCs and

convolutional c0des as constituent codes have been proposed to increase the coding gain
of STTCs.
The good performance of STTCs in terms of coding and diversity gain and their high
bandwidth and power efficiency, make them an excellent choice for 3G systems.

1.3

Motivation for research

The rapid growth of wireless subscribers and internet services suggests that wireless internet access will increase rapidly over the next few years. This will require the provision
of high data rate as well as reliable wireless communication systems. With a limited and
expensive radio spectrum and the limitation on size, cost and power consumption of the
mobile terminals, these systems must be power and bandwidth efficient.
The main impairment to wireless transmission is time-varying multipath fading. It is this
impairment which makes cellular communication challenging compared to other communication systems. To overcome this problem without increasing the system bandwidth or
transmitter power is very challenging.
Diversity is a promising approach, but time and frequency diversity techniques expand
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the system bandwidth which is not desired. Antenna diversity is practical and effective
as it successfully mitigates the effects of multipath fading at no increase in system power
or bandwidth. Conventional approaches employ receive antenna diversity which has been
successfully applied to many systems such as the uplink in cellular systems.
However when the receive terminal is limited in terms of cost, size and power consumption
such as a mobile unit in a cellular system, receive diversity is not practical or effective.
In this situation, transmit antenna diversity is used to effectively combat the effects of
multipath fading at no increase in system power or bandwidth and without sacrificing the
limitations placed on the mobile terminal. Transmit diversity can also be used to increase
the capacity of systems employing receive diversity.
By merging transmit antenna diversity with appropriate channel coding, further performance gains are possible. Space-time trellis codes are one such approach and have received
much attention in recent years. The analysis of STTCs has not been well covered and the
analysis of concatenated STTCs has only been addressed in quasi-static fading channels.
Furthermore only simple concatenated STTC structures have been considered.
This research focuses on the use of coded transmit diversity in single user and multiple user
wireless systems. A unique mathematical analysis for STTCs and concatenated STTCs
is proposed. A novel double concatenated STTC system is proposed to further improve
the coding gain of conventional STTCs. For wireless multiple access systems, a turbo
transmit diversity DS/SFH CDMA scheme is considered and its performance is enhanced
by employing side information in the turbo decoder.

1.4

System realisability

Any system enhancement comes at some cost being either increased system bandwidth, increased power or the requirement of extra processing power. In all cases this cost must be
realisable in order for the system to be practically implemented. In the Case of STTCs system performance is enhanced at no cost in transmit power or system bandwidth. However
increased processing power, relative to the uncoded system, is required. The concatenated
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STTC systems proposed improve system performance at the cost of further processing
power.
The processing cost of the proposed systems depends on the hardware on which the system is implemented as well as the efficiency of their implementation. Because no such
implementation was done, the processing cost cannot be accurately determined. However
an approximate cost analysis can be done. The MAP decoding algorithm used in these
systems is approximately 4 times the complexity of the Viterbi algorithm. The Viterbi algorithm is used in many of todays communication systems to decode convolutional codes.
Let C denote the computational cost which is calculated as follows.

C = 4 x CV x N C x NI

(1.1 )

Here CV is the computational cost of the Viterbi algorithm, NC is the number of constituent decoders and NI is the number of decoding iterations.
Digital signal processors (DSPs), microprocessors and field programmable gate aITays
(FPGAs) are constantly being developed to provide increased processing power and more
memory. It is thus plausible that many complex systems could be realised in the not too
distant future.

1.5

Dissertation overview

This dissertation is divided into six chapters. Chapter 1 gave an overview of 3G cellular
systems describing their necessity and requirements. A basic communication system was
described and VaI"ious coding, modulation and diversity techniques to improve system
performance were outlined. Antenna diversity and finally space-time trellis codes which
merge antenna diversity and channel coding were discussed. Motivation for the work done
in this dissertation was then given.
Chapter 2 is a literature survey on multi-antenna transmission systems employing error
control coding.

A generalised system model employing multiple transmit and receive

antennas is presented. The outage capacity and theoretical limits on the performance of
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these systems is then described and results are given. Coding schemes for multi-antenna
systems which aim to approach these theoretical limits are reviewed. Space-time trellis
codes offer the best tradeoff between complexity and performance and are discussed in
detail in this chapter. Recent work in this field is reviewed, the STTC system architecture
is described and performance results are presented.
In chapter 3 a novel mathematical analysis is proposed to calculate the performance of
STTCs in quasi-static and rapid Rayleigh fading channels. This is useful in observing the
behaviour of STTCs at high SNRs and is the basis of the analysis proposed in chapter 4
for concatenated STTCs. The analysis draws on some existing techniques but is unique in
its application to STTCs. Existing analytical methods are reviewed and the calculation
of the pairwise error probability is discussed. The proposed analytical method is fully
explained and is compared to simulation results to assess its accuracy.
Concatenated codes using convolutional codes and STTCs as constituent codes are considered in chapter 4 in order to increase the coding gain of STTCs. A review of concatenated
convolutional codes and concatenated STTCs is given. Two novel double concatenated
STTC structures are proposed where the encoding and decoding of each is described. A
new analytical model is then presented for concatenated and double concatenated STTCs
in rapid Rayleigh fading channels. Simulation results are given to assess the performance
of the proposed system and to verify the accuracy of the proposed analysis.
Chapter 5 focuses on the performance of CDMA systems using transmit antenna diversity.
A turbo transmit diversity, direct-sequencejslow-frequency-hopped (DSjSFH) CDMA system is presented and its performance is enhanced by utilising side information (SI) in the
turbo decoder. A more realistic channel model is considered with correlated Rayleigh
fading in time and partial-band jamming. An overview of CDMA systems, space-time
transmit antenna diversity and turbo decoding with SI is given. The system model is
described and the modifications to the turbo decoder to incorporate SI are explained.
System performance is evaluated by simulation where the effects of SI, diversity and the
encoder parameters are investigated.
The results presented in chapters 2 through 5, were generated using custom built software
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simulation environments which were developed by the author using the C++ programming
language. A general description of the simulation procedure used is presented in appendix

D.
Lastly, chapter 6 presents the conclusions drawn in this dissertation.

1.6

Original contributions in this dissertation

The original contributions of this dissertation include:

1. A mathematical analysis for STTCs

In

rapid and quasi-static fading channels is

proposed.
2. Two novel double concatenated STTC structures are proposed.
3. A new analytical model for concatenated and double concatenated STTCs is proposed for rapid fading channels.
4. A turbo transmit diversity DSjSFH CDMA system is modified to incorporate three
forms of side information in the turbo decoder.

Parts of this work presented in this dissertation have been presented or submitted by the
author to the following local and international conferences:

1. G. Byers, H. Xu and F. Takawira, "Turbo coded diversity scheme with side information for hybrid DSjSFH CDMA systems," Proceedings of IEEE Communications

and Signal Processing Conference (COMSIG 2000), Cape Town, South Africa, Sep.
2000.
2. G. Byers and F. Takawira, "Analysis of space-time trellis codes on block and rapid
Rayleigh fading channels," Proceedings of South African Telecommunications Net-

works and Applications Conference (SATNAC 2001), Wild Coast Sun, South Africa,
Sep. 2001.
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3. G. Byers and F. Takawira, "Double concatenated space-time trellis codes," Submitted

to IEEE International Conference on Communications (ICC 2002), New York, USA,
April 2002.

Chapter 2

Coding for Multi-Antenna
Transmission Systems

2.1

Introduction

This chapter is a literature survey on systems employing error control coding and multiple
transmit and receive antennas or multi-element alTays (MEAs). These systems are able
to take advantage of diversity in both the spatial and temporal dimensions.
In section 2.2 the system model for a generalised MEA system is presented. Theoretical
limits on the capacity and performance of MEA systems in quasi-static fading channels
are investigated in section 2.3. An overview of various coding schemes for MEA systems,
which attempt to achieve this theoretical capacity, is given in section 2.4. Section 2.5
focuses on space-time trellis codes where the system architecture is described, current
literature is reviewed and performance results are given.
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Multi-antenna system model

In this section a basic model of a MEA system is presented. The system model is shown in

Fig. 2.1 and is based on the model described in [18, 21]. The choice of channel parameters
is done in accordance with [21]. The model describes a single point-to-point wireless
communications system with nT transmit and

rloR

receive antennas. In this system the

overall transmitted power and channel bandwidth are constrained and the channel model
is presented in complex baseband form.
C'I

u(t)

a"
I

..,--------.

r/

MEA
Decoder

MEA
Encoder

Figure 2.1: A multi-antenna system.
The input data u(t) is encoded by the MEA encoder to produce nT output symbols
where i

= {I, ... ,nT}.

signals

.,fE;4, which are simultaneously transmitted over the

4,

Each of these symbols are then individually modulated to produce
nT transmit antennas. The

symbols c~ are normalised in magnitude and E s is chosen so that the average energy of
the constellation is 1.
The signal received after matched filtering on receive antenna j

= {l, ... ,nR}

is a noisy

superposition of the nT transmitted signals and can be expressed as follows.
(2.1)
The Rayleigh fading process is assumed to be frequency flat as the total system bandwidth
is narrow. The complex path gain from transmit antenna i to receive antenna j is denoted
a;'j.

This is modeled as a zero-mean complex Gaussian random sequence with variance 0.5

per dimension. The antenna elements are assumed to be sufficiently separated to ensure
spatially uncorrelated fading i.e. the path gains are independent. This assumption is
appropriate if the antenna elements are separated by more than half a wavelength [18].
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The noise introduced at receive antenna j is denoted by rd and is also a zero-mean complex
Gaussian random sequence with variance No/2 per dimension, where No/2 is the twosided noise power spectral density. The MEA decoder then reconstructs an estimate of
the original input data to produce decoded bit stream fj,(t).
In general data is transmitted on a frame by frame basis. In this dissertation both quasistatic and rapid Rayleigh fading channel models are considered. In both channels the
transmitted signals are uncorrelated in space. In a quasi-static fading channel the path
gains remain constant for the entire frame duration but are independent from one frame
to the next. In a rapid fading channel the path gains are uncorrelated in time but are
assumed to remain constant for the symbol duration.
The availability of channel state information (CSI) or knowledge of the path gains between
each transmit and receive antenna pail' affects the performance of the MEA system. In [25]
various cases of CSI or no CSI at the transmitter and/or receiver were discussed. These
include the cases of no CSI at transmitter

01'

receiver (blind schemes), CSI at the receiver

(feedforward schemes) and CSI at both transmitter and receiver (feedback schemes). The
CSI is generally estimated using pilot symbols.

This chapter as well the rest of this

dissertation will focus on schemes where perfect CSI at the receiver can be assumed.

2.3

Channel capacity

Channel capacity is the theoretical limit to error free transmission provided by information
theory. In theory no system can perform better than this limit but merely attempt to
approach it by using advanced signal processing techniques.
Fundamental limits for MEA systems were presented in [16] for an AWGN channel and in
[17] for a quasi-static fading channel with no CSI at transmitter or receiver. Fundamental
limits for the most commonly studied case of no CSI at the transmitter and perfect CSI
at the receiver were derived in [18] for a quasi-static Rayleigh fading channel.
In this section the information theoretic results from [18] are presented for the capacity of
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a MEA system in a quasi-static Rayleigh fading channel in units bpsjHz. It is shown that
transmit or receive diversity alone cannot achieve the capacities possible when multiple
antennas are used at both the transmitter and receiver.

2.3.1

Background to channel capacity

In [2, Chap. 3] the concept of mutual information I(x,i,; Yj) between the events X'i, being transmitted and Yj being received was introduced. The average mutual information

I(X; Y) given by the output Y about the input X was also discussed for both discrete
and continuous random variables. Channel capacity [2, Chap. 7] is the quantity I(X; Y)
maximised over the input probabilities P(Xi) and is denoted by

C with units bits per input

symbol when I(X; Y) is calculated using log to the base 2. This quantity is expressed in
(2.2) and is only dependent on the characteristics of the channel, not on the characteristics
of the information source.

C = maxI(X;Y)

(2.2)

P(x;)

For a bandlimited AWGN waveform channel with bandwidth W, noise power spectral
density No and signal power Pav , the channel capacity is given below.

-= Wlog (P
1 + NoW

C
The rato

2

av )

bps

(2.3)

CjW is referred to as the normalised channel capacity and will be denoted by

C.
The no1.sy channel coding theorem due to Shannon which is sometimes referred to as
Shannon's end theorem or the fundamental theorem of information theory, states the
following: There exist channel codes (and decoders) that make it possible to achieve
reliable communication, with as small an error probability as desired, if the transmission.
rate R < C, where C is the channel capacity. If R > C, it is not possible to make the
probability of error tend toward zero with any code.
Thus channel capacity C specifies the fundamental limit on the rate R at which information
can be transmitted reliably over the communications channel.
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Capacity of multi-antenna systems

Consider the MEA system of Fig. 2.1. Let

a

be the matrix of path gains

aij

which

describes the fading channel between the transmitter and the receiver. Because one is
dealing with a quasi-static fading channel the time dependence of a can be dropped.
Capacity can be dealt with probabilistically as a is a matrix of random variables.
In [18] a general expression for the normalised capacity of the MEA system described in
section 2.2 was derived and is given in (2.4) below. This assumes that the transmitted
signal is composed of nT statistically independent components of equal power, each having
a Gaussian distribution.
(2.4)
Here

t

is the transpose conjugate and det is the matrix determinant. I nR is the

identity matrix,

a

is the

nT

x

nR

matrix of complex path gains

a'ij

nR

x

riB

and p is the average

SNR at each receive antenna.
As can be seen, the system capacity depends on the channel realisation a. Capacity is
generally treated as a random variable where the aim is to calculate the Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF). This is done by Monte-Carlo methods
whereby the channel matrix a is generated many times, according toits probability distribution. For each channel realisation, the capacity is calculated using (2.4) and the CCDF
is updated. In general 10,000 channel realisations are used in the capacity plots shown in
this section.
In Fig. 2.2 a plot of the CCDF for an MEA system is shown for the cases of 1 and 2
transmit and receive antennas. The x-axis gives the capacity C and the corresponding
entry on the y-axis gives the probability that the system will exceed this capacity. Thus at
the 98% level, 98% of all channel realisations achieve at least the corresponding capacity.
Let

nTR

refer to the case of equal transmit and receive antennas i.e.

nT

= nR = nTR.

It can be clearly seen that there is a large improvement in the capacity achieved by the
nTR

=

2 system over the

nTR

=

1 system which is more pronounced at higher SNRs.

At the 98% level on the CCDF the capacity of the

nTR

= 2 system exceeds that of the
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Figure 2.2: Complementary Cumulative Distribution Functions (CCDFs).
nTR

= 1 system by approximately 3 bpsjHz at

12dB and 5 bpsjHz at 18dB.

The outage capacity of a system is closely related to the CCDF. For example at the 99%
level on the CCDF, 99% of all possible channels will achieve or exceed the corresponding
capacity. This corresponds to 1% of all channels not achieving this capacity which is
referred to as the channel being out. Therefore an outage probability

Pont

of 1% means

that 1% of all possible channels will not achieve the corresponding capacity which is called
the outage capacity

emit

of the channel.

It is interesting to observe the dependence of the outage capacity on the number of transmit

and receive antennas. In Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.4 the capacity is given at a 1% outage
probability. In Fig. 2.3 capacity is plotted against the number of receive antennas for
a SNR of 5dB where the number of transmit antennas is varied. It can be clearly seen
that the capacity saturates if the number of transmit antennas is not increased. Thus
transmit diversity is essential if large system capacities are desired. In Fig. 2.4 capacity
is plotted for an equal number of transmit and receive antennas
varied. Capacity is seen to increase linearly with

nTR

nTR

where the SNR is

and at high SNRs a 3dB increase
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= 5dB and at 1% outage

probability.
in the SNR corresponds approximately to a nTR bpsjHz increase in capacity.

2.3.3

Frame error rate of multi-antenna systems

The calculation of the FER from the outage capacity was explained in [26]. If a frame
is transmitted at a rate R bpsjHz equal to the outage capacity, the FER is simply the
probability that a channel outage occurs. For example if a frame is transmitted at R =

Cont = 2 bpsjHz and Pmd =1 % then the FER is 10- 2 .
In Fig. 2.5 the FERs of various MEA systems are shown where the tranmission rate is

R

=

2 bpsjHz in all cases. The notation (nT, nR) is used to describe an MEA system

with nT transmit and nR receive antennas. Comparing the (2,1) case to the (1,2) case it
is noted that receive diversity outperforms transmit diversity by 3dB. This is due to the
total transmit power being distributed over the 2 transmit antennas. The diversity gains
given by the slope of the curve at medium to high SNRs are of interest. A slope of 1
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dB/dB is achieved for the (1,1) case, 2 dB/dB for the (1,2) and (2,1) cases and 4 dB/dB
for the (2,2), (4,1) and (1,4) cases. Thus full spatial diversity is achieved in all cases.

2.4

Coding schemes for multi-antenna systems

Theoretical gains of multi-antenna systems are considerable as shown in the previous
section. Motivated by this, a number of systems have been proposed in the literature
which aim to approach this capacity limit. Three main approaches have been considered;
bit-interleaved space-time codes, layered space-time codes and space-time codes. In this
section a review of these approaches is given.

2.4.1

Bit-interleaved space-time codes

Bit-interleaved coded modulation (BICM) was originally proposed in [27] for single-antenna
systems and performed well in AWGN and Rayleigh fading channels. This scheme sepa-
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= 2 bps/Hz.

rates the encoding from the modulation stages which makes the system easier to design.
For this reason the performance of BICM over a multi-antenna channel was considered. A
turbo coded modulation system [28] which interleaved the output bits of a turbo encoder
and mapped these bits to the

'n.T

transmit antennas was shown to perform better than

space-time block and space-time trellis codes in quasi-static and rapid Rayleigh fading
channels. This scheme however did not guarantee maximum diversity and various concatenated space-time trellis coded systems, discussed in chapter 4, should be compared to
this system to obtain a "fair" comparison.

2.4.2

Layered space-time codes

Large spectral efficiencies can be achieved by a wireless channel if the number of transmit
and receive antennas is large. However as

'n.T

and

'n.R

increase, the complexity of the

maximum likelihood detection for space-time codes becomes computationally intensive.
For this reason suboptimal space-time architectures which achieve spectral efficiencies
similar to ST codes and lower decoding complexities have been investigated.
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To achieve this an architecture named BLAST (Bell Laboratories Layered Space Time) was
proposed in [19]. The system is based on a layered architecture and is designed such that
capacity increases linearly with

'(/,TR.

The information stream is demultiplexed into

'(/,T

equal rate streams which are then separately encoded. The encoded streams are diagonally
interleaved whereby each stream is periodically cycled over the '(/,T transmit antennas such
that all streams are transmitted from a different antenna for a fixed duration. In this way
each subchannel has the same capacity and none of the encoded streams experiences a
deep fade for a long duration. The receiver uses a reduced-complexity suboptimal detector
which performs the operations of nulling and cancelation to create independent virtual
subchannels.
The BLAST architecture later called D-BLAST (Diagonally Layered BLAST) has some
implementation complexities. D-BLAST requires advanced coding techniques to encode
the symbols along the space-time diagonals and the diagonal layering structure results
in some space-time being wasted at the start and end of the frame. Furthermore the
avoidance of catastrophic error propagation is a problem. For these reasons V-BLAST
(Vertical BLAST) was proposed in [20] and was later discussed in [29]. This architecture
uses no coding and is hence simpler to implement but this comes at the price of some
performance degradation over D-BLAST.

2.4.3

Space-time codes

Space-time codes focus on merging antenna diversity with appropriate channel coding to
exploit the benefits of both spatial and temporal diversity. In a similar way to TCM
where performance gain is achieved through signal set expansion and appropriate coding,
ST codes achieve improved performance by antenna expansion combined with appropriate
channel coding. There are two classes of ST codes, namely space-time block cocles (STBCs)
and space-time trellis codes (STTCs). A major difference between ST codes and BLAST
is with ST codes there exists a relationship between signals on the different transmit
antennas. Unlike bit-interleaved ST codes, where full cliversity is not always guaranteed
ST codes are designed to achieve maximum diversity gain.
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STTCs were originally proposed in [21] where codes were developed for two transmit
antennas and various signal constellations. The STTC architecture will be discussed in
more detail in the next section. The input data stream is encoded by the STTC encoder to
produce

rioT

streams which are simultaneously transmitted over the

rioT

transmit antennas.

Maximum-likelihood detection along with maximum likelihood decoding is used at the
receiver to estimate the original data stream. STTCs achieve maximum diversity gain
and good coding gain but unfortunately decoding complexity increases with the number
of encoder states.
STBCs were developed to achieve lower decoding complexity than STTCs. STBCs achieve
maximum diversity gain but limited coding gain compared with STTCs. A simple STBC
for two transmit antennas was initially proposed in [30] which was the basis for the work
done in [22] which designed STBCs for any number of transmit antennas. The performance
of STBCs was investigated in [31]. With this system the input data if; encoded by the
STBC encoder to produce

rioT

streams which are simultaneously transmitted over the

rioT

transmit antennas. At the receiver, the signals transmitted from the different antennas
are decoupled using the orthogonal structure of the STBC. Maximum-likelihood decoding
based on linear processing is then used to estimate the original data stream.
For both STTCs and STBCs, decoding requires knowledge or an estimate of the CSI.
The case of no CSI at the receiver was investigated in [32] where a unitary space-time
modulation scheme was proposed. This scheme does not require the use of training symbols
because information is carried on the subspace spanned by orthonormal signals which are
sent to each transmit antenna. Differential unitary space-time modulation was proposed
in [33] and a differential detection scheme was proposed in [34].

2.5

Space-time trellis codes

Space-time trellis codes combine spatial and temporal diversity techniques and exploit
the benefits of both. They are designed to achieve maximum diversity gain and good
coding gain and provide the best tradeoff between constellation size, data rate, diversity
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advantage and trellis complexity. It is well known that the STTCs achieve greater coding
gains than STBCs [23]. In [24] STTCs were shown to outperform layered space-time codes.
This section focuses on STTCs where perfect CSI is available to the receiver. A review.
of some of the current literature in this field is given. The system architecture is then
described and simulation results for various STTCs in quasi-static and rapid Rayleigh
fading channels are presented.

2.5.1

Current literature

The field of STTCs with perfect receiver CSI has been one of great interest. Major areas
of research include finding optimum codes, performance in different channels, analytical
techniques and concatenated coding schemes. The latter two areas will be discussed in
chapters 3 and 4 respectively.
Research into finding codes that achieve higher coding gain has been done by a number of
authors. STTCs using PSK modulation constructed from known convolutional codes that
achieve optimal free distance were proposed in [35]. In [36] a systematic code search was
used to find codes achieving maximum diversity gain and improved coding gain over the
Tarokh STTCs [21]. Work done in [37] searched for all codes giving maximum diversity
gain and for these codes calculated the coding gain. The codes with the highest coding gain
were compared using a new performance estimate and the code with the best performance
was then selected.

Simulation results in quasi-static fading channels showed that the

proposed optimal codes resulted in a lower FER than [21, 36] and in some cases [35].
The performance of STTCs in channels other than a spatially uncorrelated Rayleigh fading
channel has been investigated. The performance of STTCs in spatially correlated and
uncorrelated Nakagami fading channels was investigated in [38]. The STTCs proposed in
[21] were shown to be optimal for this channel and were shown to perform well with spatial
correlation between the transmit antennas. However some performance degradation over
the uncorrelated case was observed.
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Encoder architecture

A space-time trellis encoder operates in a similar way to a convolutional encoder except
that the connection weights and output symbols form part of an M -ary alphabet. The
system is best described in discrete time using the feedforward implementation of the
STTC encoder.
The STTC encoder can be described in terms of the number of input bits k at each time
instance, the memory m, the constellation size M and the number of transmit antennas
nT.

At each time instance t, k bits (11.£, ... ,Hr-) are shifted into the STTC encoder. Each

M-ary output symbol c~ for each transmit antenna i, is generated by multiplying each of
the k input bits along with them state bits (HI, ...

,1J,r-, SI, . .. sm.)

by their corresponding

weights and then adding the products using modulo--M arithmetic.
For example, the Tarokh STTC [21, Fig. 4] with k
and

nT

= 2 is

= 2,

m

= 2 (4-state),

M

=4

(4-PSK)

shown in Fig. 2.6. At each time instance t, the number of input bits is

2 and the number of output symbols per antenna is 1 which translates to a bandwidth
efficiency of 2 bps/Hz.

Figure 2.6: Encoder for Tarokh STTC (k

= 2, m = 2, M = 4, nT = 2).

A trellis diagram can be used to fully describe a STTC. In Fig. 2.7 the corresponding trellis
diagram for the STTC encoder in Fig. 2.6 is given. The rows of the matrix correspond to
the current encoder state given by
symbols

cl

and

SI

+ 2S2.

Each entry in the matrix gives the transmitted

Cl for the current encoder state and input bits 71}, 11,£.

The 4-PSK signal

constellation used is also shown. The transitions in the trellis diagram from top to bottom
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correspond to the matrix entries from left to right.
00/0001/01 10/02 11103 ~-----:;:, 0

00/1001111 10/12 11113
State
0012001/21 10/22 11/23 ~-I-~~~ 2
00/3001/31 10/32 11133

~

I::-

3
4-PSK Constellation

3

Figure 2.7: Trellis diagram for Tarokh STTC (k = 2,m = 2,M = 4,nT = 2).

2.5.3

Decoder architecture

The channel over which the symbols are transmitted is identical to that described in
section 2.2 and the received signal on receive antenna j at time t,

r1

is given by (2.1).

As mentioned previously, decoding requires knowledge of the CSI or a;.j,s. The Viterbi
algorithm can be used to estimate the most likely information stream using the following
branch metric for the state transition with output symbols
nR I
nT
ij
o r:ft _ 0~ a t gtnT

~

j=1

g{ ... g;'T.

2

(2.5)

,;=1

It is important to understand that nT signals are transmitted at each time instance t.

These signals are subjected to independent fading and at each receive antenna a composite
of these signals corrupted by fading and noise is observed. This is simply a new signal
with a different amplitude and phase to either of the transmitted signals. The decoder
is required to estimate the likelihood of the received signal by calculating the Euclidean
distance between this signal and

MnT

possible signals using (2.5).

For the Tarokh STTC, described previously, there are 16 possible composite signals as
shown by the markers labeled (a-p) in Fig. 2.8. The actual received signal corrupted by
noise is indicated by the st?-rs while the estimate of the received signal is indicated by
the triangles. These estimates are then fed to the STTC decoder whereby the most likely
orginal bit sequence is estimated. In both figures, the complex fading gains aj1 and

op
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are set to a constant value. The complex noise
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is of the order 10-2 for high SNR and

10- 1 for low SNR.
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Figure 2.8: Signal space at receiver for high SNR and low SNR.
For high SNRs, the corresponding markers are close together and it is likely that the
correct symbol will be chosen. At low SNRs, the corresponding markers are far apart and
incorrect decisions are more likely. For example, if '1' is transmitted then '1' is the most
likely signal at high SNRs while 'g' is most signal likely at low SNRs. It should be noted
that if the most likely symbol is not correctly estimated, the STTC decoder may correct
this error due to correct estimates of the neighbouring symbols.

2.5.4

Simulation results

In this section the FER performance of various 2 bps/Hz Tarokh STTCs [21] is investigated
for both quasi-static and rapid Rayleigh fading channels.
input bits,

'TI.T

= 2 transmit antennas

and use 4-PSK modulation. Simulation results are

presented for 4, 8 and 16 state codes corresponding to m
'TI.R

= 2 receive antennas.

These STTCs have k = 2

=

2,3,4 and for

'TI.R

=

1 and

The frame size is set to 256 bits in all cases. The trellis diagrams

for these codes is given in appendix C.
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Figure 2.9: FER for Tarokh STTC (nT

= 2, k = 2, M = 4)

in quasi-static fading.

In Fig. 2.9 the performance of various STTCs in a quasi-static fading channel is shown. It
can be seen that the diversity gain determines the slope of the curve and coding gain determines the horizontal offset of the curve. It is clear that system performance is improved by
increasing the encoder memory m and by increasing the number of receive antennas. The
notation (out, nR) is used to indicate the outage capacity for nR receive antennas. This is
the probability that the rate R

= 2 bps/Hz is not supported by the channel as discussed

in section 2.3. The outage capacity indicates that the STTCs achieve full diversity gain
as indicated by the slope of the curves but do not achieve maximum coding gain.
In Fig. 2.10 the performance of various STTCs is investigated in rapid fading channels. An
increase in encoder memory results in a greater improvement in FER performance than
in quasi-static fading channels. Again it is clear that increasing the number of receive
antennas improves the system performance.
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in rapid fading.

Summary

In this chapter the system model for a generalised MEA system employing multiple transmit and receive antennas was presented. The concept of channel capacity was introduced
and the outage capacity of MEA systems was discussed. Theoretical results for the capacity of MEA systems were given for various combinations of multiple transmit and receive
antennas. It was shown that transmit diversity is necessary to achieve high system capacity and this cannot be achieved by receive diversity alone. The outage capacity was then
used to calculate the FER of various MEA systems. Different coding schemes for MEA
systems which attempt to approach the theoretical limits from information theory were
discussed. These were bit-interleaved ST codes, layered ST codes and ST codes. STTCs
fall into the category of ST codes and offer a good tradeoff between complexity and performance. Current research within this field was reviewed and the encoder architecture
was described. Simulation results for 4, 8 and 16 state STTCs in quasi-static and rapid
Rayleigh fading channels were presented. It was shown that STTCs achieve maximum
diversity gain, but do not achieve the coding gain promised by information theory.

Chapter 3

Analysis of Space-Time Trellis
Codes

3.1

Introduction

The performance of any error correcting code can be accurately determined by simulation
in the low SNR region. However in the high SNR region generating simulation results is
extremely time intensive and in this region analytical upper bounds, calculated mathematically, are used to quickly and accurately determine a code's performance.
The probability of a single error event is called the pairwise error probability (PWEP)
which is the probability of transmitting codeword c and incorrectly decoding it at the
receiver as valid codeword e. A codeword consists of a number of symbols which can form
part of a binary or M-ary alphabet. Ideally the performance of a code should be analysed
by calculating the probability of the union of all possible error events but in practice this
is Jifficult to calculate and for this reason is bounded using the union bound.
A few analyses for STTCs have been proposed in the literature but these do not describe
how the error events were enumerated and in most cases were not directly extendable to
analysis of concatenated STTCs. In this chapter a novel method is proposed to analyse the
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performance of STTCs in quasi-static and rapid Rayleigh fading channels. This method
draws on some existing techniques, but is unique in its application to STTCs. The analysis
is formulated in such a way that it can be used as a building block for the performance
analysis of concatenated STTCs discussed in chapter 4.
Section 3.2 gives an overview of existing analytical methods for STTCs and describes in
more detail the work which is done in this chapter. The upper bound on the PWEP of
STTCs from [21] and a tighter upper bound from [39] is discussed in section 3.3. The
application of the union bound using error events to the analysis of error correcting codes
is described in section 3.4. A modification to the state transition matrix method [40, 41] is
proposed in section 3.5 to efficiently enumerate error events with many parameters. The
classification of the error events of STTCs in terms of parameters and the calculation of
the bound on the BER and FER using the union bound and the numerical bound [42] is
proposed in section 3.6. In order to assess the accuracy of the proposed analysis, these
results are compared with simulation results in section 3.7 for a number of STTCs.

3.2

Overview of existing analytical methods for STTCs

A number of methods have been proposed in the literature to analyse the performance
of STTCs in Rayleigh fading channels. In general the proposed methods analysed the
FER or BER performance of STTCs in quasi-static or rapid Rayleigh fading channels.
The union bound was generally used to analyse the code's performance which requires the
enumeration of the code's error events. A number of different enumeration methods and
bo~nds on the PWEP of each error event have been proposed. The performance of these

analyses can be described in terms of tightness of the bound or how accurately the analysis
describes the simulation results and computational efficiency of the bound calculation.
In [43J the FER and BER performance of STTCs was calculated for quasi-static fading
channels. An approximation to the union bound on the code's performance was calculated
using the distance spectrum of the code. The distance spectrum of a given code is the
enumeration of the product measures of important or significant pairwise error events.
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Error state reduction techniques were used to reduce the trellis complexity and an efficient
algorithm was proposed to enumerate the error events. The new bound proposed in [39]
was used to calculate the PWEP of each error event. Although this analysis provided
good insight into the code's performance, the bounds were loose and did not converge as
more error events were considered even at high SNRs.
The generating function technique was modified in [44] to analyse the BER performance
of STTCs in rapid Rayleigh fading channels. The generating function was calculated from
the modified state diagram of the code where each branch was labeled using the Chernoff
bound on the PWEP from [21]. This method calculated the bound efficiently but the
analysis and simulation results differed by approximately 2dB.
The FER performance of STTCs was evaluated in quasi-static and rapid Rayleigh fading
channels in [45]. The union bound was used to evaluate the code's performance and error
events were enumerated using the "General algorithm" [46]. The new bound was used to
calculate the PWEP of each error event. It was shown that the union bound was tight
at medium to high SNRs when applied to rapid fading channels but was very loose for
quasi-static fading channels. The numerical bound [42] was used to obtain a tight bound
for quasi-static fading channels whereby a limited union bound was averaged over the
fading distribution using numerical integration.
The analytical bounds in [45J were tighter than those in [43, 44J for both quasi-static
and rapid Rayleigh fading channels. However no BER analysis was derived and the modification of the general algorithm to enumerate the error events of the STTC was not
described. Previously the general algorithm was used for the analysis of convolutional
codes and trellis coded modulation.
In this chapter a novel analytical method is proposed to calculate the FER and BER
performance of various STTCs in quasi-static and rapid Rayleigh fading channels. The
proposed analysis is based on the work in [45J but a simpler method for enumerating
the error eve~ts is propos~d and is described in detail. This enumeration method is a
modification of the state-transition matrix method [40, 41J. The analytical results are
compared with simulation results where the tightness of the new bound proposed in [39J
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is compared to the Chernoff bound [21] and the necessity for a numerical bound is shown.

3.3

Pairwise error probability for STTCs

This section describes the calculation of the bound on the pairwise error probability for
STTCs derived in [21] and a new bound derived in [39].
For a STTC encoder, let a valid transmitted codeword of length L symbols be c

= [cl,···, C;'T]

[~1' ... , ~L] with complex symbol vectors 0

where each element of 0

corresponds to the signal transmitted from antenna i at time t.
valid, but incorrectly decoded codeword be e

=

[~1"'" ~L]

=

Equivalently let a

with complex symbol vec-

tors~t = [et,···,e~T].

The conditional pairwise error probability from [21] of transmitting a codeword c and
incorrectly decoding it at the receiver as a valid codeword e is given by (3.1) and its
exponential upper bound by (3.2).

P(c

~ cia)

~erlc (Vd'(C,C) 4~o )

(3.1)

(-d (c, e) 4No
E

(3.2)

< exp

s

2

)

Here d 2 ( c, e) is calculated as follows.
L

2

d (c,e)

= L Ilat (0 -

~t)112

(3.3)

t=l

In [21] the Chernoff bound was used where the conditional PWEP was averaged over the
Rayleigh fading distribution a to give the PWEP which is denoted P(c _ e). In [39J a
new bound was proposed which is asymptotically tight at high SNRs and uniformly tighter
than the Chernoff bound. The new bound and Chernoff bound are expressed below in
(3.4) and (3.5) respectively.

(3.4)

(3.5)
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Here ).., is a nonzero eigenvalue and r the rank of the coueword uifference covariance
matrix (CDCM) [39, 43, 45]. In this chapter the analysis is simplified by setting E s

=

1

and taking the number of transmit antennas into account in the calculation of Es/No from
the SNR in dB.

Es
No

= 2- lO SN R./IO

(3.6)

nT

In order to generalise the analysis to use either the Chernoff bound or the new bound, the
following general expression is used to express the PWEP.
(3.7)
For the new bound,
'"Y (r, nR )

= (2rn R -

1) (E

rnR - 1

s ) -rnR

7\T

HO

(3.8)

and for the Chernoff bound.
(3.9)

3.3.1

PWEP in rapid fading channels

In rapid fading channels the a~j 's are uncorrelated in time and space. The expression for
the eigenvalues in [45] is equivalent to that derived in [21] and is expressed below where i
corresponds to the time instances for which f:t =1= f:.t.
(3.10)
In this case the rank

r

of the CDCM is the number of time instances that f:t =1= f:.t. The

upper bound on the PWEP in rapid fading can now be calculated by substituting the
eigenvalues ).., and rank r into (3.7). A diversity gain of rnR anu coding gain proportional
to

TI)..,

3.3.2

is achieved.

PWEP in quasi-static fading channels

In quasi-static fading channels, the a;j,s are spatially uncorrelated only. As shown in
[45] the eigenvalues of the CDCM are equivalent to eigenvalues of the Hermitian matrix
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H (c, e) derived in [21]. H (c, e) is the nT x nT matrix with elements H pq and is given in

(3.11) below where

x denotes the complex conjugate of x.
L

H pq

=L

(er - en (ei -

en

(3.11)

t=l

The non-zero eigenvalues Ai. and rank r of H (c, e) can be substituted into (3.7) to obtain
an upper bound on the PWEP. Here a diversity gain of rnR and coding gain of (IT Ai.)l/r
is achieved.

3.4

The unIon bound

This section briefly discusses the use of the union bound in analysing the performance
of coded systems. A number of approximations to the union bound are described to
decrease the computational complexity of the calculation and the concept of error events
is introduced.
In general the performance of a given code is upper bounded using the union bound. The
union bound states that the probability of the union of

nE

error events E i is less than

or equal to the sum of the individual probabilities of each error event. This is shown
mathematically below.
(3.12)
From (3.12) it is clear that the union bound will always give an upper bound on the code's
performance, in other words the worst case scenario.
For a given code consisting of L symbols the FER (PI) and BER (Pb) are calculated
as follows where wC,e is the number of erroneous information bits when codeword c is
transmitted and e is decoded.
PI

<

LL

P(c)P(c

-t

e)

(3.13)

c c¥=e

kL

'L" 'L" Wc e P(c)P(c
c c¥=e

-t

e)

(3.14)

This calculation is computationally expensive and can be simplified using the following
two approximations. In the case of geometrically uniform codes [47], the summation over
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can be dropped and one need only consider the all zero codeword sequence co. Edge

effects are generally small for reasonable frame sizes and only codewords which start and
end in the all zero-state of the encoder trellis need to be considered.
Error events resulting in the same PWEP can be grouped together to reduce the number
of times the PWEP is calculated. The number of error events classified by the parameters
i and d is called the error event multiplicity and is denoted by n(i,g). This is the number

of error events of length L, with input Hamming weight i. and output error event d. starting
and ending in the all-zero state. The error event g is a vector of parameters characterising
the erroneous codeword e(g). The FER and BER can now be calculated as shown below
where P2(d.) is the PWEP P(co

-+

Pi

e(d)) as shown in section 3.3..

<

L n(i, g) P2 (g)

(3.15)

';,,4

Pb <

L

_1,

n(i,g)P2(g)

(3.16)

';,4 kL

For large frame sizes it is computationally expensive to consider all possible error events.
Many error events have a negligible contribution to the union bound and for this reason
can be discarded. Thus by considering only dominant error events, a simple approximation
to the union bound is obtained,
A method is required to accumulate common error events as well as their multiplicities
and also discard error events that do not contribute significantly to the bound. This is
called error event enumeration. In the next section a simple method is proposed which
modifies the state transition matrix method [41J for error event enumeration.

3.5

Error event enumeration

In this section error event enumeration is considered. Some existing methods are discussed,
these being the state transition matrix method [41J and a modified version of this method
[40J. A further generalisation of this method is proposed here which allows for error events
represented by many parameters to be enumerated.
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3.5.1

State transition matrix method

In the case of convolutional codes an error event is represented by a single parameter
d which is the Hamming weight of the codeword. The error event multiplicity has the

form n(i, d) which is the number of paths of input weight i and output weight d starting
and ending in the all-zero state. These error events can be enumerated using the state
transition matrix method [41].
Let n s = 2m be the number of encoder states. In [41] an n s x n s state transition matrix

A(L, I, D) was considered to analyse the performance of convolutional codes. Each element
of the matrix is denoted Asj(L, I, D) and is a 3 dimensional monomial of the form L l r i Dd
which describes a transition from initial state s to final state

f

in the state diagram.

Here l is the path length, i is the Hamming weight of the input bits and d the Hamming
weight of the output bits for this transition. An efficient recursive algorithm was used to
enumerate the error events. This method is computationally efficient but initially involves
the algebraic inversion of A(L, I, D) which becomes complex for large n s and for error
events with many parameters. Once the matrix is inverted, element (0,0) is considered
and is manipulated by hand to obtain a recursive formula. This is not desirable if this
method is to be applied to many different codes. Finally the recursive version also requires
the error event parameters to be whole numbers.
A generalised version of this method was proposed in [40] whereby the matrix was initialised in the same way as described above except the L term was dropped and A(I, D)
was considered. It was noted that the all error event multiplicities n( i, d) were found in
the element (0,0) of the matrix A(I, D)L. This version is more general than the recursive
version because it avoids the complicated inversion of A(L, I, D), no hand manipulation
is required and there is no restriction on the error event parameters.

3.5.2

Modified state transition matrix method

With STTCs many parameters are used to describe an error event, where 2nTnT parameters are needed in quasi-static fading. Furthermore these parameters are real valued. For
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these reasons the recursive version of the state transition matrix method is not used and
the generalised version described in [40J is used instead. A simple modification of this
method allows for the analysis of STTCs where a single error event described by parameter D is replaced by a vector of error event parameters D and hence the initial matrix is
denoted A(I, D).
The proposed modification of the state transition matrix method is now described in detail
as well as various optimisations to reduce the computational complexity of the calculation.

Description

Consider a n s x n s state transition matrix A(I, D) where n s

=

2m is the number of

encoder states. Initially each element of the state transition matrix Asj(I, D) represents a
transition from initial state s to final state

f where s, f = {I, ... , n s } in the state diagram

of the code. Asj(I, D) is a monomial of the form I i Dd. where the exponent i is the input
Hamming weight and the exponent d is a vector of the error event parameters.
By raising A(I, D) to the

Lth

power and considering element (0,0) denoted by N(I, D)

one obtains all the error events and corresponding multiplicities starting and ending in
the all-zero state. This is expressed below where n(i,d) is the number of error events
described by d with input Hamming weight i starting and ending in the all-zero state.
N(I,D)

(3.17)

Optimisations

Raising A(I, D) to the Lth power is computationally expensive requiring Ln~ polynomial
multiplications. If L is a power of 2, one can use the recursive method described in [40J
and expressed,below where n

= {I, ... , 10g2 L}.
(3.18)
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Thus A2

= A· A

is calculated followed by A 4

= A 2 . A 2 and

so on. This reduces the

complexity to 71,~ log2 L polynomial multiplications. Further optimisation is achieved by
only calculating the matrix elements in zeroth row and column on recursion
only element (0,0) on the final recursion
71,~ log2(L -

2)

+ 271,; + 71, s

71,.

71, -

1 and

Thus the overall complexity is reduced to

polynomial multiplications.

Even with these optimisations, the large number of error events translates to multiplication
of high degree polynomials with many terms. To multiply two polynomials with

71, p

terms

each, requires 71,~ multiplications and a further 71,~ evaluations to combine terms with
common exponents. It is therefore necessary to remove terms which do not contribute
significantly to union bound as discussed in section 3.4. To remove insignificant terms, a
limiting function flim(4) is applied Asj(I, D) whereby a term is removed if flim(4) 2: dl im .

3.6

FER and BER analysis of STTCs

In this section a novel method is proposed to analyse the FER and BER performance of
STTCs in rapid and quasi-static Rayleigh fading channels. The error events are classified in
terms of parameters so that they can be enumerated by the modified state transition matrix
method proposed in section 3.5. The initialisation of the matrix A(I, D) is described in
detail as well as the calculation of the FER and BER from the enumerated polynomial

N(I,D).
The following general notation is used. The Hamming weight of the input bits is i. Let
fsf,

= [e;". ... ,e~'n
be the vector of transmitted symbols for a transition from state s to
.

state

f in the state transition diagram where each element

~j is the symbol transmitted

from transmit antenna j.

3.6.1

Union bound for rapid fading

For rapid fading channels, the PWEP given by (3.7) requires the number of epochs r for
which ft

:/= ft and the product of the eigenvalues Ai. Thus an error event can be described
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by three parameters; an input weight i, an eigenvalue product and the rank. Each A'i
is simply the Euclidean distance between the individual symbol vectors

~i

and fi' This

product can be calculated on an epoch by epoch basis but the state transition method
accumulates the sum of the error event parameters not the product. If the Euclidean
distances between symbol vectors are converted to the log domain, multiplication is now
equivalent to addition as shown below.

(3.19)

The state transition matrix takes the form A(I, P, R) with elements As.f(I, P, R) and is

f exists then As.f(I, P, R) if,

initialised as follows .. If a transition from state s to state
calculated as shown below otherwise it is set to zero.

AS.f(1, P, R)

(3.20)

a

p

{
{

= ~s.f

In IBJo - ~s.f 12 otherwise

a

r

if ~oo

if BJo

= ~s.f

1 otherwise

For the 4-state Tarokh STTC given in appendix C, the initial state transition matrix is
given below.

A(1,P,R) =

1
p 1n2 R

1pln2 R

1pln4 R

1 2p ln2 R

1p1n4 R

1pln6 R

1 2p 1n4 R

p ln4 R

1pln6 R

1p1n8 R

1 2pIn 6 R

p ln2 R

1pln4 R

1p 1n6 R

1 2p ln4 R

(3.21)

After the calculation of A(I, P, R)L element (0,0) is a polynomial of the form,

N(I,P,R) =

I: n(i,p,r)IipPR

T

(3.22)

'i,P,T

and the union bound on the FER and BER can be calculated as follows.

Pr

<

I: n(i,p, r) exp( -nRPh(r, TloR)

(3.23)

'i,P,T

Pb

i

I: kL n(i,p, r) exp( -nRPh(r, nR)

< .

'I.,p,r

(3.24)
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The exponential term converts the sum of Euclidean distances in the log domain to the
desired product of Euclidean distances. The

,0

term is replaced by (3.8) when the new

bound on the PWEP is used and by (3.9) when Chernoff bound on the PWEP is used. In
order to limit the number of terms in each polynomial, a limiting function is calculated
whereby a term is removed if P 2: Pl-im·
An important feature of this bound is that N (I, P, R) is calculated independently of the
SNR and the number of receive antennas hence the FER and BER of the STTC can be
calculated for any SNR and

3.6.2

'(/,R

with only a single N(I, P, R) calculation.

Union bound for quasi-static fading

In quasi-static fading channels the PWEP (3.11) is calculated using the rank r and the
non-zero eigenvalues A.i of the Hermitian matrix H(c,e). For convenience this matrix is
expressed as h with complex elements h pq . Each element of h is an accumulation of terms
over the entire frame where each term can be calculated on an epoch by epoch basis which
lends itself to accumulation using the state transition matrix method.
An error event can now be described by an input weight i and a matrix h. The state
transition matrix takes the form A(I, H) and is initialised as follows. If a transition from
state s to state

f exists, Asj(1, H) is calculated as shown below otherwise it is set to zero.
Hhpq
r iHhll
11 , ... , p q " ' "

HhnT,n T
Tl.T,nT

(3.25)

(cbo - Sf) (ego - e~f )

(3.26)

For the 4-state Tarokh STTC given in appendix C, the initial statei;ransition matrix is
given below where j

A(I,H)

= R.

=

1

(3.27)

1H5.2
'H 2 H 2 H 2 H 2
11

12

21

22

4 H 2+2j H 2- 2j H 2
1H11
12
21
22
2 H2jH-2j 2
1H11
12 21 H 22

1Hi2
I H 2 H 2- 2j H 2+2jH4
11

12

21

22

I Ht1 Ht2 H i1 Hi2
2 H 2+2j H 2- 2j H4
I H 11
12
21
22

12 H222

2 H- 2j H 2j H 2
12H 11
12
21 22
4 H 2- 2j H 2+ 2jH 2
12H 11
12
21
22
,

2 H2
12H211 H212 H 21
22
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It is important to note that hpq is complex and hence Asj(I, H) is a polynomial of di-

mension

n} + 1 with

complex coefficients. This computation can be simplified somewhat

by noting that Asj(I, H) is equivalent to a polynomial of dimension 2n}

+ 1 with

real

coefficients where H pq and exponent hpq are divided into their real and imaginary parts..
After calculation of A(I, H)L the polynomial of interest is element (0,0) and is expressed
as follows.

N(I , H) --

~
~

h l1
I'iH11

.

...

.

HhnT,n T

'I1.T,'I1.T

(3.28)

i,h
The union bound on the FER and BER can be calculated as shown below where the

Aj'S

are the non-zero eigenvalues and r the rank of the matrix h. This matrix is constructed
from the error event parameters {h 11 , . .. , h'l1.T,'I1.T}

(3.29)

(3.30)
From the above equation it can be seen that the contribution of an error event to the
union bound is inversely proportional to the eigenvalue product.

For this reason the

limiting function is defined as,
r

J(h)

= IT Aj

(3.31)

j=1

where all terms with J(h) 2::

hZ'im

are removed from the polynomial.

Again it is important to note that N(I, H) is calculated independently of the SNR and the
number of receive antennas therefore the FER and BER of the STTC can be calculated
for any SNR and

3.6.3

nR

with only a single N(I, H) calculation.

Numerical bound for quasi-static fading

In section 3.7, it is shown that the union bound is not appropriate for quasi-static fading
channels because the bound is loose and does not converge, even at high SNRs. The reason
for this is, there are no dominant error events in quasi-static fading channels. In [45] a
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much tighter bound was obtained for STTCs using an adaption of the numerical bound
proposed in [42]. The numerical bound calculates a limited union bound conditioned
on the channel matrix a. This is then averaged over the fading distribution p(a) using
numerical integration. The PWEP conditioned on a is expressed in (3.1) and can be rewritten in terms of the error events calculated previously for quasi-static fading channels
as shown below.

P(hja)

= 21 erfc (

s

E )
d2(hla) 4No

(3.32)

nR nT nT

2

d (hja)

=

LLL

apjaqjhpq

j=lp=l q=l

The numerical bound on the FER and BER can be calculated as shown below where <:T;
is variance per dimension of a'ij and the min(·, .) function simply takes the smallest of the
two arguments.

L,:~"- min (1, ~ n(i, hJP(h1aJ) p(aJda

Pf

<

Pf

< la

max

min (0.5,

) rr
=

nT rrnR

,;=1 j=l

L ki~n(i, h)p(h\a)) p(a)da

(3.34)

(-Re(a,ji)2 - Im(a';j)2)
2<:T;'

(3.35)

'h
'1-,

,a mm

p(a

(3.33)

1
21r<:T;'

--exp

The conditional FER is limited to a maximum probability of 1. The conditional BER is
limited to 0.5 which has been shown to be true by simulations in practical cases [42]. By
limiting the FER and the BER, a much tighter upper bound is obtained. For a given code

N(I, H) need only be calculated once but the numerical integration must be recalculated
if the SNR or number of receive antennas is changed.
The numerical integration was performed using NAG C library routine dOlfcc which uses
an adaptive subdivision strategy over a hyper-rectangular region and is based on methods
described in [48, 49]. The real and complex parts of the fading coefficients must be treated
separately, hence the order of the integral is 2nTnR.
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3.7

Analytical results

In this section the proposed analytical bounds are compared with simulation results in
order to assess their accuracy or tightness. Two 4-PSK, 4-state STTCs with 2 transmit
antennas are considered, namely the STTC of Tarokh [21, Fig. 4] and an optimal block
fading STTC of Yan [37, Table I]. The trellis diagrams fm these two codes are given in
appendix C. The rapid and quasi-static Rayleigh fading channel models are consistent
with those described in section 2.2. The FER and BER are plotted against the SNR per
receive antenna. In all cases the number of input bits is 256 corresponding to L

= 128

transmissions from each transmit antenna.
In the figures which follow, the labels Simulation, Chernoff, New and Numerical refer to
the simulation results, the union bound using the Chernoff bound on the PWEP, the union
bound using the new bound on the PWEP and the numerical bound respectively. The
number following the bound name is the limiting factor which is Pl'i.m in the case of rapid
fading and h+i.m in the case of quasi-static fading as described in section 3.5.2.
In Fig. 3.1 to Fig. 3.5 the Tarokh STTC is considered. In Fig. 3.1 the bound and
simulation results for the FER and BER are given for a rapid fading channel with a single
receive antenna. The Chernoff and the new bound are compared for two values of Phm.
For the FER the Chernoff bound is fairly loose (3 dB) even at high SNRs while the new
bound is very tight at high SNRs fm both the FER and BER. It should be noted that
the bound converges at high SNRs even when mme error events are considered Le.

Plim

is

increased. This indicates that in a rapid fading channel there are dominant error events.
In Fig. 3.2 the number of receive antennas is increased to 2 and good agreement of the
new bound and simulation results is noted. In both Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2 divergence of
the bound is observed at low SNRs which is consistent with the behaviour of the union
bound.
Fig. 3.3 pres,ents results for 1 receive antenna in a quasi-static fading channel. No convergence is observed as the number of error events is increased (increase in hlim), even at
high SNRs. This is because there are no dominant error events in a quasi-static fading
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of Chernoff and new bound for Tarokh STTC in quasi-static
fading with

nR

= 1.

channel. Furthermore even for a few error events (hl-im = 4) the bound is very loose and as
more error events are added the discrepancy increases. These two factors clearly indicate
the need for the numerical bound.
The numerical bound is shown in Fig. 3.4 and is tight for the FER (0.5 dB) but fairly
loose for the BER (3 - 5 dB). This is similar to the behaviour of the numerical bound
in [42] where it was applied to convolutional codes in quasi-static Rician fading channels.
In Fig. 3.5 the numerical bound is applied to the same system with 2 receive antennas.
Again the bound is tight for the FER and fairly loose for the BER although it is slightly
tighter than in the single antenna case.
In Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5 one should note that the numerical bound does not diverge at low
SNRs as is the case with the union bound in rapid fading channels. Also, the numerical
bound does not get tighter at high SNRs which again indicates there are no dominant
error events in quasi-static fading channels.
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Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7 present the FER for 1 and 2 receive antennas using the Yan STTC.
For rapid fading channels the new bound and simulation results agree as shown in Fig. 3.6.
The results for a quasi-static fading channel are shown in Fig. 3.7 where the numerical
bound gives a good approximation of the simulation results and is tighter for this code
than for the Tarokh STTC.

3.8

Summary

In this chapter a mathematical analysis for STTCs in quasi-static and rapid Rayleigh
fading channels was proposed. Current analytical methods were reviewed but in most
cases the enumeration of the error events was not well described and the analysis was
not easily extendable to the analysis of concatenated STTCs. The original bound on the
PWEP from [21J and a new bound from [39J were presented. The application of the union
bound to the analysis of coded systems and methods to simplify the complexity of the
calculation using error events were discussed.
A novel method for enumerating the error events of STTCs was proposed and described in
detail. This method modified the state transition matrix method [40, 41] and introduced
a number of optimisation techniques to decrease the complexity of this computation. The
classification of the error events in terms of parameters to allow for enumeration using
the proposed method was described. The initialisation of the state transition matrix and
calculation of the bound on the BER and FER from this matrix raised to the Lth power
was fully explained. For rapid fading channels the union bound was used and for quasistatic fading the union and numerical bound were used.
The proposed analysis was compared with simulation results for two different 4-state
STTCs in rapid and quasi-static fading channels with one and two receive antennas. The
Chernoff bound on the PWEP was compared with the new bound and in all cases the new
bound was shown to be tighter. The union bound using the new bound on the PWEP
agreed well with simulation results in rapid fading channels for both the FER and BER.
In quasi-static fading channels the union bound did not converge and was very loose as
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there are no dominant error events in these channels. For this reason a numerical bound,
requiring numerical integration, was considered and this bound agreed well with simulation
results even at low SNRs. The numerical bound was shown to be tighter for the FER than
for the BER and was also tighter for the Yan STTC than for the Tarokh STTC.

Chapter 4

Double Concatenated Space-Time
Trellis Codes

4.1

Introduction

Concatenated coding was first proposed by D. Forney [6] in 1966 where an outer Reed
Solomon code was serially concatenated with an inner convolutional code.

The main

reason for using a concatenated code as opposed to a more complex single code was to
achieve lower decoding complexity with equivalent error rate performance. In decoding
this concatenated code, there was no feedback of information from the outer to the inner
decoder. The first concatenated system to make use of iterative decoding was proposed in
[7,

8J

and was shown to achieve large performance gains over conventional concatenated

systems.
Space-time coding combines spatial and temporal Jiversity to increase both the bandwidth
efficiency and reliability of wireless communication systems. Although space-time trellis
coJes achieve maximum diversity gain, they do not achieve good coding gain. For these
reasons the marriage of the fields of concatenated coding using iterative decoding anJ
STTCs was a logical step towards improving the coding gain of STTCs.
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This chapter focuses on concatenated systems built from STTCs and convolutional codes
(CCs) which can be decoded in an iterative fashion. A number of simple concatenated
STTC systems have already been proposed in the literature and have shown an improved
coding gain over conventional STTCs. In this chapter two novel double concatenated
STTC systems are proposed in order to further improve the coding gain of STTCs. Furthermore an analytical model for concatenated STTCs is developed based on existing
analytical techniques for concatenated CCs and the analysis proposed for STTCs in chapter 3.
Firstly, an overview of turbo codes and other concatenated CCs is given describing; existing structures, the encoding and decoding procedures, decoding algorithms and factors
affecting their performance. Existing concatenated STTC structures are then reviewed in
section 4.3. The system models for the proposed double concatenated STTC structures are
presented in section 4.4, where the encoding and decoding procedures are explained. The
bitwise additive SISO algorithm is also presented which is used to decode the individual
constituent codes. An analysis for simple and double concatenated STTCs is derived in
section 4.5. Lastly the system's performance is evaluated by simulation in section 4.6 for
quasi-static and rapid Rayleigh fading channels and the analytical bounds are compared
with the simulation results in section 4.7 to evaluate the accuracy of the analysis ..

4.2

Concatenated convolutional codes

This section presents an overview of concatenated convolutional codes. A high level description of the encoding and iterative decoding of turbo codes is presented. A number of
different concatenated coding structures proposed in the literature are then discussed. An
overview of the various decoding algorithms appropriate for iterative decoding is given.
Finally various factors affecting the performance of concatenated codes are discussed.
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Turbo codes

The first concatenated code using an iterative decoding algorithm was proposed in 1993
by Berrou, Glavieux and Thitimajshima [7, 8]. This turbo code or parallel concatenated
convolutional code (PCCC) was shown to achieve reliable communications at SNRs close
to the Shannon limit in AWGN channels. At first many researchers were dubious as to
the validity of the excellent results. However, as more research was done in this field the
impressive performance of turbo codes came to be accepted.
A number of tutorial papers [50, 51, 52] describing the fundamental concepts of turbo
codes are available. A good summary of key issues and an overview of the recent research
is presented in [53].
Initially the BER of turbo codes decreases rapidly with an increase in SNR but at higher
SNRs an error floor region is reached where the BER performance curve experiences a
reasonable change in slope. This error floor is due to the weakness of the constituent codes
and can be lowered in a number of ways, one of which is to use a different concatenated
coding structure.

The turbo encoder

A rate 1/3 turbo encoder is shown in Fig. 4.1 which consists of two recursive systematic
convolutional codes (RSCs) concatenated in parallel and separated by interleaver
uncoded bits

Ut

are encoded by Cl which outputs systematic bits

The order of uncoded bits is permuted by interleaver
outputs systematic bits and pm"ity bits
3 bit streams

Ut,

amI transmitted.

xl

and

xl

xl.

7r

Ut

7r.

The

and parity bits

xi.

and then encoded by C 2 which

The systematic output of C 2 is not used. The

are then converted to a single serial bit stream, modulated
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Figure 4.1: Turbo encoder.

The turbo decoder

Turbo decoding is performed in a modular fashion where soft estimates of the uncoded
bits are exchanged between the constituent decoders. A block diagram of a turbo decoder
is shown in Fig. 4.2 where the subscript of A describes the type of soft information. The
different types of soft information are discussed shortly.

+

Figure 4.2: Turbo decoder.
Soft information is generally passed between decoders in the form of a log-likelihood ratio
(LLR). The LLR of the uncoded bits

Ut

is given below,

(4.1)
where

Ut

= 1 for a positive LLR and

Ut

= 0 for a negative LLR. The amplitude of the

LLR is the likelihood of this decision.
Four types of soft information are present in a concatenated decoder. The channel information (A c ) is that provided by the soft outputs of the demodulator. The a-priori or intrinsic
information (Aa) is that known before the decoding process starts and does not include
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information from the channel or code constraints. The a-posteriori or total information

(.A) is that provided by the decoder taking into account all available information sources.
Finally the extrinsic information (.A e ) is the a-posteriori information excluding the a-priori
information gained from a previous decoder and any channel information which will be
used in the next decoder. Generally extrinsic information from the current decoder becomes a-priori information for the next decoder. In concatenated decoding only extrinsic
information can be exchanged between decoders.
The decoding process starts with .Aa, (v,t) set to 0 as no a-priori information is initially
available. The soft demodulator outputs .Ac(Ut) and .Ac(.'Ei) are fed to Cl and .Ac(x;) and
an interleaved .Ac(Ut) is fed to C 2 .
The following process is iterated a number of times. Decoder Cl calculates the LLR of the
uncoded bits .A(Ut) using the a-priori and channel information. The a-priori and channel
information .Ac(v,t) of Cl are then subtracted from the decoder output to obtain .A e(7Lt)
which is then interleaved to obtain .Aa,(-7l'(Ut)) and fed to C2. Decoder C 2 then calculates the
LLR .A(-7l'(v,t)). The a-priori and channel information .Ac(1l'(Ut)) of C2 are then subtracted
from the decoder output to obtain .A e(1l'(7J,t)). This is de-interleaved and fed to Cl to
become a-priori information on the next iteration.
In this way the decoding process can be repeated or iterated a number of times where
the estimate of the uncoded bit stream is improved on each iteration. Thus errors not
corrected by one decoder may be corrected by the other decoder. On the final iteration a
hard decision is made on the output LLR of C 2 which gives an estimate of the uncoded
bits.

4.2.2

Other concatenated convolutional codes

This section gives an overview of the different types of concatenated CCs.

All codes

discussed here ca~ be decoded.. using an iterative decoding algorithm in a similar way to
turbo codes.
In [54, 55J a serially concatenated convolutional code (SCCC) using an iterative decoding
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algorithm was described. This structure was similar to that proposed by Forney and
consisted of a serial concatenation of an outer and inner convolutional code separated by
an interleaver as shown in Fig. 4.3. The uncoded bits
by

7l"

Ut

are encoded by Cl, interleaved

and encoded by C 2 to give coded bits Ct. SCCCs were shown to outperform turbo

codes at high SNRs but not at low SNRs and reach the error floor region at lower BERs.

I--~QI--""-\

C2

I~

R,=k,//1,

Figure 4.3: Serially concatenated convolutional encoder.
Multiple turbo codes [56, 57] are an extension of turbo codes where multiple constituent encoders are concatenated in parallel. When 3 constituent codes and 2 interleavers are used,
the code is referred to as a double parallel concatenated convolutional code (DPCCC).
It was shown by simulation that the BERs achieved by DPCCCs are lower than those

achieved by turbo codes.
Double serially concatenated convolutional codes (DSCCCs) [58] are an extension of SCCCs to 3 constituent codes and 2 interleavers. The basic structure is a serial concatenation
of an outer, middle and inner code with each code separated by an interleaver. Analytical
and simulation results indicated a lower error floor for DSCCCs than SCCCs. DSCCCs
were shown by simulation in [58] to achieve improved performance over turbo codes, SCCCs and DPCCCs at medium to high SNRs.
Hybrid concatenated convolutional codes (HCCCs) were discussed in [59]. This code is a
parallel concatenation of a convolutional code and a SCCC separated by an interleaver.
At high SNRs its performance was shown to be similar to SCCCs and superior to turbo
codes. At low SNRs this code was shown to outperform both SCCCs and turbo codes.
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Decoding algorithms

Concatenatedcodes can be decoded using maximum likelihood decoding algorithms based
on the entire code trellis. For medium to large interleaver sizes, this is far too complex
to be implemented in a realistic system. An important feature of concatenated codes is
that their decoders can be implemented with realisable complexity using a suboptimal,
yet powerful, iterative decoding algorithm whereby the constituent codes are decoded
separately and soft information is exchanged between decoders in an iterative fashion.
Decoding algorithms used for iterative decoding of turbo codes can be derived from either
the Viterbi algorithm [5] or the maximum a posteriori (MAP) [60] algorithm. The main
difference between these two algorithms is that the Viterbi algorithm finds the most likely
state sequence and hence minimises the FER while the MAP algorithm finds the most
likely individual state and hence minimises the BER.
The soft-output Viterbi algorithm (80VA) was proposed in [61] and was derived from the
Viterbi algorithm. It computes a reliability estimate of each bit which can be improved
using the Improved 80VA algorithm [62].
The MAP algorithm or BCJR algorithm, due to the authors initials, was first applied
to turbo decoding in [7]. This algorithm is computationally intensive and is sensitive to
round-off errors. These issues are resolved by computing the MAP algorithm in the log
domain by using either the log-MAP or the max-log-MAP algorithms. A concise summary
of the above mentioned decoding algorithms was presented in [63].
The decoding algorithms discussed thus far are only suitable for the decoding of turbo
codes or multiple turbo codes because they only give an improved estimate of the uncoded
bits. In the decoding of 8CCCs and HCCCs, improved estimates of the coded bits and
the uncoded bits are required. For this reason the soft-input soft-output (8180) module
was proposed in [55, 64]. This four port module accepts the input LLRs of the coded
and uncoded bits and calculates an update of these LLRs based on the code constraints.
The 8180 algorithm can be implemented in the multiplicative or additive form.

The

multiplicative 8180 is an extension of the MAP algorithm while the additive 8180 is an
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extension of the log-MAP algorithm. The additive SISO algorithm is described in detail
in section 4.4.

4.2.4

Performance parameters

A host of parameters determine the performance of concatenated codes. A comparison of
these parameters is presented in [53] for turbo codes and in [65] for SCCCs as well as turbo
codes. Many of the papers referenced in this section also compare parameters influencing
the performance of concatenated convolutional codes. In this section a brief overview of
these parameters is presented.

Constituent decoding algorithm

The decoding algorithm can be chosen by trading increased complexity for improved performance or vice-versa. The computational complexity of the decoding algorithms from
most complex to least complex is the MAP followed by the log-MAP, then the max-logMAP and finally the SOYA. In a concatenated system the performance of the log-MAP
algorithm is marginally inferior to that of the MAP algorithm. The max-log-MAP algorithm performs worse than the log-MAP, but better than the SOYA algorithm. The
log-MAP algorithm gives a good tradeoff between complexity and performance.

N umber of decoding iterations

Increasing the number of decoding iteration results in improved performance but the gain
in performance diminishes with each new iteration and eventually a saturation point is
reached where no further performance gain is achieved. Concatenated codes using long
interleavers require more iterations than short interleavers to reach this saturation point.
Stopping criteria to find the ,?ptimal number of iterations at which to stop the decoding
process is an important area of research and a few of these criteria are discussed in [65,
Chap. 6].
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Interleavers

The role of the interleaver is two fold. Firstly it generates a long block code from the
short constraint length constituent codes and secondly it allows for the application of an
iterative decoding algorithm which can exchange soft information between decoders by
decorrelating the inputs of the decoders. In other words the interleaver ensures that low
weight sequences in the first encoder are mapped to high weight sequences in the second
encoder.
At low SNRs the interleaver size has a large influence on the code's performance while
the interleaver structure has a negligible effect. At high SNRs the code's performance is
dependent on both interleaver size and structure. A longer interleaver results in improved
performance and lowers the BER at which the error floor region is reached. A well structured interleaver will map low weight input sequences for the 1st encoder to high weight
input sequences in the 2nd encoder. A number of interleaving structures are discussed in
[65, Chap. 7] which are divided into 4 categories. These are block, convolutional, random
and code matched interleavers.

Constituent codes

The type, constraint length and generator polynomials of the constituent encoders have
a large influence on the overall code's performance. In the case of turbo codes recursive
rather than non-recursive convolutional codes result in a higher interleaver gain and thus
a lower BER for interleavers of reasonable length [66]. Convolutional codes achieving the
largest minimum free distance may not result in a minimum free distance concatenated
code due to the effect of the interleaver. Increasing the constraint length of the constituent
codes improves the overall code's performance at high SNRs but generally degrades its
performance at low SNRs. Therefore concatenated codes must be designed considering
the joint effect of the interleaver and the constituent codes.
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Trellis termination

The performance of a concatenated code can be improved if all or some of the encoders
are terminated in a known state which is generally taken to be the all-zero state. Turbo
codes can be terminated by calculating tail bits for the first encoder and leaving the
second encoder un-terminated. A slight performance gain is observed if both encoders are
terminated. SCCCs are easily terminated by adding tail bits to the end of the frame.

4.3

Concatenated space-time trellis codes

Many concatenated ST coding structures have been proposed in the literature and this
section presents a brief overview of the recent work done in this field.
Full spatial diversity in quasi-static fading channels is achieved when the rank of the
CDCM, discussed in section 3.3, is equal to the number of transmit antennas. Full rate
is achieved when the overall bandwidth efficiency of the system is equal to the bandwidth
efficiency of the signal constellation. For example BPSK, QPSK and 8-PSK achieve bandwidth efficiencies of 1, 2 and 3 bps/Hz respectively. These bandwidth efficiencies may not
be achieved in practice due to non-ideal bandlimiting with practical filters.
A Turbo-TCM code was serially concatenated with a STBC in [67]. This concatenation
was shown to improve the performance of STBCs. Feedback of soft information from
the STBC decoder to the Turbo-TCM decoder was considered but it was shown that no
improvement could be gained.
In [68] a space-time turbo code was proposed which achieved maximum diversity gain and
full rate of 1 bps/Hz for both two (punctured) and three transmit antennas using BPSK
modulation. This system concatenated two recursive systematic convolutional codes in
parallel with suitable interleaving to ensure full spatial diversity. The performance of the
proposed space-time turbo code was compared to that of STTCs with similar complexity
where it was shown to give small gains in quasi-static fading and large gains in rapid
fading channels.
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A parallel concatenation of two recursive systematic STTCs usmg QPSK modulation
was proposed in [69J where full rate and full spatial diversity were achieved. The FER
performance of this system was considered in quasi-static fading channels and significant
performance gains over conventional STTCs were achieved.
A space-time turbo code using QPSK modulation was proposed in [70, 7lJ which achieved
maximum diversity gain and full rate. The outputs of a turbo encoder were punctured,
interleaved, multiplexed and transmitted over two antennas. This code achieved a similar
performance to a 64-state STTC in quasi-static fading and improved performance in rapid
fading channels.
The outputs of a turbo encoder were bit interleaved, QPSK modulated and transmitted
over multiple antennas in [28, 72J. Full rate was achieved, but maximum diversity gain
was not guaranteed. Simulation results indicated that the proposed code outperforms a
16-state STTC.
A serially concatenated system was proposed in [73J which achieved full rate of 2 bps/Hz
using QPSK modulation but did not guarantee full diversity gain. Each output of a STTC
was interleaved and serially concatenated with a rate-l recursive inner code. Simulation
results in quasi-static fading channels showed that the proposed system achieved lower
FERs than STTCs. This work was extended in [74] to achieve full rate and maximum
diversity g:1in by making all interleavers and RSC codes identical.
In [75, 76J a parallel concatenation of two recursive STTCs as well as a serial concatenation
of a RSC code and a recmsive STTC was proposed. Maximum diversity gain was achieved
for both systems using QPSK modulation. For the parallel concatenated code, full rate
of 2 bps/Hz was achieved with suitable interleaving and puncturing.

For the serially

concatenated code, a bandwidth efficiency of 1 bps/Hz was achieved. Simulation results
for quasi-static and rapid Rayleigh fading channels were presented where the proposed
systems achieved superior performance to STTCs. It was also concluded that recursive
STTCs result in larger performance gains than non-recursive STTCs in a concatenated
system.
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System model for the ST-PC and ST-SC systems

Double [58] and hybrid [59] concatenated CCs have been shown to achieve superior performance over simple concatenated CCs such as turbo codes and SCCCs as discussed in
section 4.2. The simple concatenated STTCs proposed in the literature have demonstrated
improved coding gains over conventional STTCs. Motivated by these two factors two double concatenated STTC systems with 2 intel'leavers and 3 constituent codes are proposed
to further improve the coding gain of STTCs.
Any of the concatenated STTC systems discussed in section 4.3 could be modified to incorporate a third encoder. When selecting a concatenated system to modify, one would
ideally choose the system with the best performance. However no results directly comparing the relative performance of these systems could be found in the literature. The
serially concatenated structure of [75] was simple and easily modified to incorporate a
third encoder. In this section the outer convolutional encoder is replaced by a turbo code
or PCCC and a SCCC in the aim of increasing the coding gain of the overall code. These
two systems will be referred to as ST-PC and ST-SC respectively.

In this section the encoding and decoding of the proposed ST-PC and ST-SC systems is
explained. The bitwise additive SISO algorithm used to decode the constituent STTCs
and CCs is also described. In all cases the syst.ems have a bandwidth efficiency of 1
bps/Hz.

4.4.1

ST-PC and ST-SC transmitter

The STTC architecture and channel model is identical to that discussed in chapter 2.
There are

Tl.r

transmit and

Tl.R

receive antennas which are sufficiently separated to ensure

spatially uncorrelated fading.

In Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5 the transmitter models for the ST-PC and ST-SC systems are
presented. In both systems the input frame 1f. of the uncodE:;d bits is encoded by the double
concatenated STTC encoder to produce a vector {4 of Tl.r output symbols which are then
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transmit antennas.

The interleavers are all pseudo random and operate on bits, not symbols. The convolutional encoders are either both recursive systematic convolutional (RSC) or both nonrecursive convolutional (NRC) encoders. The STTC encoder is either a non-recursive or
a recursive STTC encoder which will be referred to ST and RST respectively.

Encoding of ST-PC

The ST-PC system is shown in Fig. 4.4 where the input bits'!.!: are encoded by Cl as well
as by C2 after interleaving by

'Trp .

The block P /S converts the bit streams from Cl and C2

into a single serial stream. In the case of NRC codes all the output bits of Cl and C 2 are
converted to a serial bit stream while in the case of RSC codes the systematic and parity
bits of Cl and only the parity bits of C 2 are converted to a serial bit stream. This serial
bit stream is then interleaved by 'Trs and finally ST encoded. All encoders except C2 are
terminated.

k,t

R, =k/n

Figure 4.4: Block diagram of the ST-PC encoder.

Encoding of ST-SC

In Fig. 4.5 the ST-SC system is shown. The input bits'!.!: are encoded by Cl and interleaved
by 'TrI· These interleaved bits are encoded by C2 and interleaved by 'Tr2 and lastly ST
encoded. In this system all the encoders are terminated.
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Figure 4.5: Block diagram of the 8T-8C encoder.

Puncturing

In order to compare the systems discussed in this section under identical bandwidth efficiencies, puncturing of the output symbol vectors

0,

is necessary to maintain an overall

bandwidth efficiency of 1 bps/Hz. For simplicity the puncturing block is not shown in
the encoder and decoder diagrams. At the transmitter the punctured symbol vectors

~

are not transmitted and at the receiver the LLRs corresponding to the punctured symbols
are set to zero. Although this may limit the diversity gain of the system in quasi-static
fading, based on the rank criterion discussed in section 3.3, simulation results in section
4.6 indicate that this effect is negligible.

4.4.2

ST-PC and ST-SC receiver

In this section the bitwise additive 8180 algorithm which is used to decode each constituent
code, is described. The decoding process of the proposed 8T-PC and 8T-8C systems is
then explained.

The bitwise additive SISOalgorithm

The core of the iterative decoding algorithm is the soft-input, soft-output (8180) module [55J. In this dissertation the algorithm is implemented in its bitwise additive form
[77J where soft information is exchanged between decoders in the form of bit logarithmic likelihood ratios (LLRs). This makes the process of interleaving and de-interleaving
straightforward as no conversions between bit LLRs and symbol LLRs are required.
Consider a trellis encoder with m memory elements, L input symbols

7J,

and L output
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Figure 4.6: (a) 8180 module. (b) Trellis section for edge e.
symbols c. The input symbols are drawn from an alphabet of nu
consisting of k bits where

1J,

= {11,1, ... ,1J,k}

= 2k

symbols each

and k is the number of encoder input bits at

each time instance. For CCs the output symbols are drawn from an alphabet of ne =

271 symbols each consisting of n bits where c

=

{cl, ... , en} and n is the number of

encoder output bits at each time instance. For 8TTCs the output symbols are drawn
from an alphabet of ne

=

MnT

symbols each consisting ofnT M-P8K symbols where

The four port 8180 module in Fig. 4.6a accepts the input LLRs of the coded and uncoded

.

bits, At (cj ,1) and At (11/,1), and outputs an update of the these LLRs, At (d, 0) and

At( 1J,j, 0), based upon the code constraints.
The dynamics of a trellis code can be described by a single trellis section which gives all
the possible transitions or edges between the encoder states at time t and time t
trellis section is described by a set of n s

= 2m

+ 1.

A

states, where the state of the trellis at time

t is St = s, and a set of ne = nU. . n s edges connecting these states. A single trellis section
for edge e is given in Fig. 4.6b. An edge e describes the transition from initial state sS (e)
to final state sE (e) with corresponding input symbol 11,( e) output symbol c( e).
The input-output relationships of the 8180 module are now defined for a frame length of
L symbols which corresponds to an input frame size of Lk bits. For t

= {I, ... , L},
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In this algorithm, the output LLRs do not depend on their corresponding simultaneous
input. Thus the LLRs A.t(Cj,O) and A.t(1J,j,O) are an update of the input LLRs A.t(C j , 1)
and A.t(1l.J, 1).
The forward and backward metrics, CYt(-) and f3t(-) are calculated in (4.4) and (4.5) below.

. max {CYt_l(sS(e)) + A.t(1J,(e),1) + A.t(c(e),1)}
max {f3t+l(sE(e)) + A.t+l(1J,(e),I) + A.t+l(c(e),I)}
e:sS(e)=s

CYt(s)

e:sE(e)=s

(4.4)
(4.5)

These metrics are initialised as follows:

CYo(s)

f3L(S)

=

=

{

= So

0

if s

-00

otherwise

0

if terminated and s

l/n s

if non - terminated

-00

otherwise

!

= SO

The max* operator performs addition in the log domain and is calculated recursively. To
calculate maxj(aj), (4.6) is evaluated recursively where
takes the maximum of the two arguments. For j

Dj = max(8j , 8j _I)

01

is initialised to

0,1

and max(-)

= {2, ... ,J},

+ In [1 + exp(l8j -

8j - 1 1)]

(4.6)

On the final iteration J,
m'ax(o,j) = DJ
J

(4.7)

For both CCs and STTCs the input symbol LLRs of the uncoded bits A.t(u, I) are calculated as follows where l = {I, ...

,n,IlJ.
le

A.t(u =

11,/,

I) =

L Uj,A.t(11/, 1)
';.=1

(4.8)
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For CCs the input LLRs of the coded bits are always received from other SISO modules
and not from the demodulator and can be calculated as shown below where 1= {l, ... ,ne},
n

.At (C = CI,1)

=L

(4.9)

c1.At(ci, I)

i=l

For STTCs, the input LLRs of the coded M-PSK symbols are only received from the soft
outputs of the demodulator and are calculated as shown (4.10). The received signal
time t on receive antenna j after matched filtering is given by (2.1). Let
possible output symbol vectors of the STTC encoder where I

if.

at

fh. be one of the

= {1, ... ,ne}'

Let fl l be the

reference symbol vector.
.At (c

= fll' 1)

(4.10)

).,t (c = fll,1)

Decoding of ST-PC

A simplified diagram of the 8T-PC decoder is shown in Fig.

4.7.

In describing the

following systems the subscript t of .A and the superscript j of C and v. will be dropped for
simplification purposes. The subscript of the Cor v. specifies the decoder where st is used
for the 8T encoder, 1 for the convolutional encoder Cl and 2 for convolutional encoder C2
On the first iteration the 8180 module inputs .A( 1I. st,1) and .A( 7/.1,1) are set to zero since
no a-priori information is available and .A( Cst, I) is calculated using

equ~tion 4.10.

The

following process can now be iterated.
The LLR .A(11.st, 0) is calculated by the 8T SISO module and is passed through the inverse
interleaver 7r;1. The information pertaining to the coded bits of Cl and C 2, .A( Cl,1)
and .A(C2,1) respectively, is then extracted. In the case of NRC codes, this information
is passed directly to the conesponding decoders. In the case of RSC codes, the LLRs
conesponding to systematic and parity bits of Cl are passed to the Cl 8180 module while
LLRs corresponding to the interleaved (7rp ) systematic bits of Cl and the parity bits of
C2 are fed to the C2 8180 module.
The Cl SI80 module then calculates the output LLRs and passes .A( 11.1,0) through in-
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Figure 4.7: Block diagram of the ST~PG decoder.

terleaver

1rP

to obtain )..(11,2, I). In the case of RSC codes, )..( cl, 1) contains information

pertaining to the uncoded bits and hence this information is subtracted from )..(11,1,0) before being fed forward to the C2 SISO module. This ensures that only extrinsic information
is exchanged between the two decoders.
The output LLRs of the C 2 SISO module are then calculated and )..(11,2,0) is passed
through inverse interleaver 1r;1 to obtain )..(11,1,1) for the next iteration. Again, in the
case of RSC codes

)..(C2,

1) contains information pertaining to the uncoded bits and hence

this information is subtracted from )..(11,2,0) before being fed back to the Cl SISO module.
In the case of NRC codes, a single LLR stream is constructed from

)..(Cl,

0) and

)..(C2, 0).

In the case of RSC codes a single LLR stream is constructed from the parity bits of
)..(C1,0) and )..(C2,0) and the systematic bits of ),(C2,O) de-interleaved by 1rp1. Various
weighted combinations of the systematic bits from )..(C1' 0) and )..(C2, 0) were fed back to
the ST SISO module but best results were achieved using the method described above.
The constructed LLR stream from the SISO modules Cl and C 2 is then interleaved by

1r s

to become ),( 7L s t, I) on the next iteration.
The above process is then iterated several times. On the final interaction )..(11,2, I) and
1 to obtain an estimate of
)..(1/,2,0) are added and passed through inverse interleaver 1rp
the original bit stream

fl:..
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Decoding of ST-SC

The decoder of the 8T-8C system is shown in Fig.

4.8 where decoding is somewhat

simpler than the decoding of the 8T-PC system. Assuming equally likely transmitted
source symbols, the input )..( 1Ll, 1) is always set to zero. On the first iteration )..( 1L s t,J)
and )..(11.2,1) are set to 0 as no a-priori information is available, and )..(cs t,1) is calculated
using equation (4.10).
'A.

c",l
ST
SISO

'A.(u",l)

'A.(u",O)

~

'A. (c,,l)

•

'A.(c"O)
C2

SI SO

'A. (u,,l)

'A. (c,,l)

-I

It,

'A.(£1,O)
Cl

'A.(u"o)
0

SI SO

'A.(u,,l)

u

'A.(u"o)

It,

It,

Figure 4.8: Block diagram of the 8T-8C decoder.
The 8T 8180 module calculates )..(11. s t, 0) and passes this information through the inverse
interleaver 7ril to obtain )..(C2' I). The output LLRs of 8180 module C2 are then calculated
and )..(11.2,0) is passed through the inverse interleaver 7r 1l to obtain )..(Cl,J). The output

)..(C2' 0) is passed through interleaver 7r2 to become )..(11. st,J) on the next iteration.
The C2 8180 module then calculates the output LLRs and )..(cl, 0) is passed through
interleaver 7rl to become )..(11'2, I) on the next iteration. On the final iteration if can be
calculated directly from )..( 1Ll ,0).

4.5

Analysis of concatenated STTCs

In this section an analysis is derived for the serially concatenated system from [75] which
will be denoted 8T-CC as well as the proposed double concatenated 8T-PC system.

As with 8T codes, it is impractical to generate simulation results for concatenated coding
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schemes at high SNRs and in this region, analytical bounds are used to evaluate the code's
performance. These bounds are useful in determining the code's error floor region which
is difficult to determine by simulation. Simulation results and analytical bounds are both
necessary to investigate the performance of a concatenated code.
The ST-PC system with NRC codes and the ST-SC system employ puncturing to achieve
a bandwidth efficiency of 1 bps/Hz. Puncturing complicates the analysis as the state
transition matrix must be expanded to model the effect of puncturing and is very large
for the ST-SC system where every 9th transmission is punctured. For this reason only the
non-punctured ST-PC system with RSC codes and the ST-CC system are considered.
Some work on the analysis of concatenated STTCs has been presented in the literature. A
performance analysis for a parallel concatenated STTC structure was proposed in [26, 78,
79]. In [78] an analytical expression for the BER in an AWGN channels was derived. This
work was extended in [26] to quasi-static fading channels. Good agreement of simulation
and analytical results were obtained here. An approximate analysis was derived in [79] but
the analytical results were loose when compared to simulation results. To the extent of
the authors knowledge, no literature has considered the analysis of concatenated STTCs
in rapid Rayleigh fading channels.
In this section the necessity of the uniform interleaver for the analysis of convolutional
codes is described. Analytical expressions for turbo codes and SCCCs are then presented
and the validity of this analysis is discussed. Analytical expressions are then derived
for the FER of the ST-CC and the ST-PC systems with RSC codes in rapid Rayleigh
fading channels. The proposed analysis is based on analytical methods for concatenated
convolutional codes from [55, 66] and the analysis of STTCs proposed in chapter 3.

4.5.1

The uniform interleaver

This section describes the analytical upper bounding of concatenated convolutional codes.
An analytical union bound for turbo codes was first proposed in [80, 81] and was later
discussed in more detail in [66]. This bounding technique was also applied to serially
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concatenated CCs [55], double serially concatenated CCs [58] and hybrid concatenated
CCs [59].
In [66] an exact and an approximate analysis were proposed for turbo codes, the results
of which are presented here. Consider the turbo encoder of Fig. 4.1 and let N be the
number of bits and L be the number of symbols in each input frame where L

=N

for this

encoder. The first approximation to be made is to perform the analysis on the basis that
the all-zero sequence was transmitted. This can be done because the constituent codes
are linear and hence the overall concatenated code is also linear.
The proposed analysis in [66] considered a hyper-trellis of the turbo code with states Smn
corresponding to state Sm of Cl and Sn of C2. Each branch of the hyper-trellis Smn

--t

Spq

corresponds to all paths which start in state Smn and end in state Spq of the hyper-trellis
after L steps.
The input-redundancy weight enumerating function (IRWEF) of the constituent code C:1:
is useful for the analysis of turbo codes and is defined as,
N~p(I, Z)

= L n::;'p(i, z)Ti ZZ

(4.11)

1:,Z

where n':'np(i, z) is the number of error events with input weight i and output parity weight
Z,

such that the output weight of the codeword is w

+ Z,

connecting state Sm and state

Sp in L steps.
The input-output weight enumerating function (IOWEF) of the equivalent turbo code for
the branch label Smn

--t

Spq is defined as follows,
Nmn,pq(I, D) =

L nmn,pq(i, d)T Dd
i

(4.12)

'i,d

where the error event multiplicity nmn,pq(i, d) is the number codewords with input weight i
and output weight d which start in state Smn and end in state Spq of the hyper-trellis after
L steps. The calculation of these multiplicities is simplified by the notion of a uniform

interleaver.
A uniform interleaver is a probabilistic device of length N that allows the performance of a
concatenated code to be averaged over the set of all possible d~terministic interleavers. It
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maps an input word of weight i into all its distinct permutations (~) with equal probability
1/(~).

In [66] it was shown that the IOWEF calculated using a uniform interleaver

is equivalent to the IOWEF averaged over all possible interleavers. Furthermore there
always exists at least one deterministic interleaver with performance equal to or better
than the uniform interleaver.
The uniform interleaver allows the IOWEF of the equivalent turbo code to be calculated
as the normalised product of IRWEFs of the constituent codes and each multiplicity in
(4.12) is calculated as follows.
nmn,pq

(i, d)
d

=

n;'.p(i, zl)n~.q(i, Z2)
i

+ Zl

(~)
+ Z2

(4.13)

The multiplicities n;'.p(i, zer,) can be calculated using standard enumeration techniques for
convolutional codes [40, 41, 66]. Once the equivalent IOWEF of the turbo has been calculated, the union bound together with the PWEP of each error event is used to calculate
the BER and FER.
For constituent codes with many states and for long interleavers, the analysis becomes
extremely complex even though the complexity is only related to that of the constituent
codes. A simpler analysis was proposed in [66] which was shown to be accurate for interleavers significantly larger (10 times) than the constraint length of the constituent code.
The approximation only considers the branch Soo

-'>

Soo joining the all-zero states of the

hyper-trellis. Thus only the IOWEF Noo,oo(i, d) is calculated. From now on all subscripts
of the IOWEFs, the IRWEFs and the corresponding multiplicities refer to transitions
between the all-zero state and for this reason the subscripts are dropped.

4.5.2

Analysis of turbo codes and SCCCs

This section presents the analytical expressions for the analysis of turbo codes and SCCCs
using the approximations discussed in the previous section. This forms the basis for the
analysis of concatenated STTC systems which is discussed later in this chapter.

The

standard union bound for the FER of convolutional codes in AWGN channels with BPSK
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modulation using the complementary error function on the PWEP is given below where

Rc is the overall code rate.
(4.14)
The error event multiplicities n(i, d) of the concatenated code are calculated from the
multiplicities of the constituent codes using the notion of the uniform interleaver.
In this dissertation the state transition matrix method in [40] is used to enumerate the
multiplicities of the constituent convolutional codes. The initial matrix representing encoder x must be raised to the L:1;th power, after which element (0,0) of this matrix is a
polynomial of the form,

NX(I,D)

= ~nX(i,d)riDd

(4.15)

·i,d
where nX(i, d) is the number of error events of length L.1: symbols with input weight i and
output weight d starting and ending in the all-zero state. In a similar way to enumerating
the error events for STTCs, a limiting function is used to limit the number of terms in
each polynomial whereby a term is removed if the output weight d 2: dlim . The symbols

D and d can be substituted for Z and z where only the parity output weight is required
as is the case for RSC codes.
For the rate 1/3 turbo code in Fig. 4.1, the interleaver length is N bits. The multiplicities

n(i, d) of the concatenated code can be calculated as shown below where the multiplicities
n1(i, Zl) and n 2 (i, Z2) of the constituent codes are obtained by enumerating error events

of length L 1 = L 2 = N.

n(i, d)
d

n,1 (i, zl)n 2(i, Z2)

(~)

i

(4.16)

+ ZI + Z2

1
3

For the SCCC in Fig. 4.3 the interleaver length is NI bits. The multiplicities of the
constituent codes n 1 (i, d 1 ) and n 2 (i, d2) are obtained by enumerating error events of length
L1

= N / k 1 and L2 = NI! k2 respectively.

The multiplicities of the concatenated code can
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now be calculated as follows.
n( i, d)

=

4.5.3

=

2
n 1(i, l)n (l,

d)

(~1)

l

N

NI

Rc

L

(4.17)

n1

k1
k 1k 2

nl n 2

Validity of analysis

In [55] the difficulties and shortcomings of the above analysis for concatenated convolutional codes were described. The analysis uses the union bound which is an upper bound
on the error probability as described in section 3.4. Therefore the sum of the PWEPs does
not give a true probability and results in the bound diverging at low SNRs. In order to
obtain this divergence many error events must be considered and this is computationally
intensive to calculate, especially for large frame sizes. For this reason divergence of the
bound is sometimes not observed. Another shortcoming is that the bound which is based
on maximum-likelihood decoding is not entirely suited to the analysis of codes which use
a suboptimal iterative decoding algorithm. Therefore at medium to high SNRs this upper bound on ML decoding may result in a slight lower bound on suboptimal iterative
decoding [41, 66].

4.5.4

Analysis of the ST-CC and ST-PC systems

Using the analytical method proposed in chapter 3 for STTCs and the analytical methods
discussed thus far for concatenated convolutional codes, an analysis is proposed for the
ST-CC and ST-PC systems using RSC codes.
The union bound together with the new bound [39] on the PWEP is used to calculate the
FER of concatenated STTCs. In a rapid fading channel, an error event is characterised
by a common input weight i, logarithmic eigenvalue product p and rank r. The FER can
be calculated using (3.24) which is repeated in here in terms of the new bound and as a
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function of Eb/No, not Es/No·

Pj::;:Ln(i,p,r)exp(-nRP)
'l,P,T

nTN
(2:::~11) (RcE
o

b ) -rnR

Here Rc is the overall code rate which relates the uncoded bit period
symbol period T s such that Rc

(4.18)

.

n to the unmodulated

= Ts/n.

In order to calculate the FER of a concatenated STTC system, the error event multiplicities n(i,p, r) must be calculated considering the contributions of the constituent codes
and interleavers. As discussed in section 4.5.1 it is not feasible to calculate the union
bound for a specific interleaver and instead a uniform interleaver is used to average over
all possible interleavers. In this way the bound can be calculated from the multiplicities
of the constituent codes.
Because all constituent codes considered are linear, the entire concatenated code is linear
and thus the analysis is considered for transmission of the all-zero codeword sequence.
The analysis can also be simplified only by considering error events starting and ending
in the all-zero state as discussed in [66] and section 4.5.1.
The next two sections describe the calculation of error event multiplicities n( i, p, r) for
the ST-CC and ST-PC systems. The following notation is used. N is the input frame
size in bits. For convolutional encoder Cx, the code rate is R 3 :

= kx/n:r:

where k:r: is the

number of input bits and n x is the number of output bits at each time instance. The error
event multiplicities are enumerated as discussed in section 4.5.2. The STTC system has
k st input bits, nT transmit antennas and nR receive antennas. The error events of the

STTC have multiplicities n st ( i, p, r) and length L st symbols. Enumeration of these error
events is discussed in chapter 3. The length of interleaver

7r:r:

in bits is

N.r..

Calculation of n( i, p, r) for the ST-CC system

This system consists of a convolutional code serially concatenated with a STTC as shown
in Fig. 4.9 below.
Using the concept of the uniform interleaver, n(i,p, r) for the ST-CC system is calculated
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Figure 4.9: Block diagram of the ST-CC encoder.
in a similar way to SCCCs.
n(i,p, r)

""' n 1 (i, l)nstU,p, r)

L:

(4.19)

(~l)

n1

Nk

1

k 1 k st
n1

The multiplicities n 1(i, d1) and nst(i,p, r) are calculated by enumerating error events of
length L 1 = N/k 1 and L st = NI/k st respectively. By substituting (4.19) into (4.18) the
FER of the ST-CC system is obtained.

Calculation of n(i,p, r) for the ST-PC system

A block diagram of the ST-PC encoder is shown in Fig. 4.4 where the constituent encoders
Cl and C2 are assumed to be RSC codes with identical parameters. The error event
multiplicities of the concatenated code are calculated by considering the code as a serial
concatenation of a turbo code and a STTC.
For the STTC, nst(i,p, r) is calculated by enumerating error events of length L st

= Ns/k st .

For the RSC codes, the parity weights of Cl and C2 are considered and the multiplicities
n.l(i, Zl) and n 2 (i, Z2) are obtained by enumerating error events of length L 1

= L 2 = N/k.

The calculation of n(i,p, r) for the overall ST-PC encoder is given below.
n(i,p, r)

n 1 ( 1".

=
Zl,Z2:
1: s t=i.+z 1 +Z2

.
Zl ) n 2 ( 1". Z2 ) n st. (1'st,P,
r

(N,) (~;)

)

(4.20)

2n - k
N s ._ N
k
kk st

2n- k
The FER of the ST-PC system can now be calculated by substituting (4.20) into (4.18).
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Simulation results

In this section, the performance of the proposed ST-PC and ST-SC systems is evaluated
by simulation in quasi-static and rapid Rayleigh fading channels. These results assess the
system performance for low to medium SNRs.
The simulation results are generated using Monte-Carlo methods where (4.10) is evaluated
to generate the received signal which is then decoded as described in section 4.4.2. The
number of bit and frame errors is then recorded.
The results shown are of FER versus (Eb/No) which is different from the definition in
[21]. This definition takes into account the rate of the code and allows for comparison
with systems of different code rates. In all simulations, an input frame size N of 130 bits
and 1300 bits is used. The short frame is more suited to voice transmission as it causes a
short delay, while the longer frame is more suited to data transmission because it generally
results in lower FERs. For all systems, 2 transmit and a single receive antenna are used
and the number of decoding iterations is 6.
Two 4-PSK, 4-state STTCs are considered, namely the non-recursive STTC of Tarokh
[21, Fig. 4] and the recursive STTC of Tujkovic [75, Fig. 11] which will be referred to
as ST and RST respectively. Recursive (RSC) and non-recursive (NRC) rate-2/3, 4-state
convolutional codes are considered [55, Table Ill]. These constituent codes are presented
in appendix C. The convolutional codes are either both RSC codes or both NRC codes.
In all cases the overall bandwidth efficiency of the system is 1 bps/Hz where puncturing is
performed if required. Puncturing was not required for the ST-PC system with RSC codes
but was required for the ST-PC system with NRC codes where every 3rd tranmission was
punctured and for the ST-SC system where every 9th tranmission was punctured.
Figures 4.10 to 4.13 present simulation results for the ST-PC and ST-SC systems, comparing various combinations of constituent encoders. In Fig. 4.10, results are shown for
the ST-PC system in a quasi-static fading channel. The lowest FER is achieved using 2
RSC codes and a ST code for both input frame sizes. In all cases no interleaving gain in
terms of FER is achieved by increasing the input frame size.
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Figure 4.10: Performance of the ST-PC system in quasi-static fading.
The performance of the ST-PC system in a rapid fading channel is shown in Fig. 4.11.
It is observed that for N

For N

= 1300,

=

130, 2 RSC codes and a ST code achieve the lowest FER.

2 RSC codes and a ST code give the best FER performance at low SNRs

« 6dB), while 2 RSC codes with a RST code, judging from the slope of the two curves,
achieve a lower FER at higher SNRs (> 7dB). For all encoder combinations, except for
the case of 2 NRC codes and a ST code, interleaving gain in terms of FER is achieved.
For N

= 1300

bits, an error floor is present for 2 RSC codes and a ST code but is not

observed for the same scheme using a RST code.
In Fig. 4.12, results for the ST-SC system are shown for the case of quasi-static fading.
Similar to the ST-PC system, the lowest FER is achieved using 2 RSC codes and a ST
code for N

= 130 and

N

= 1300.

Again it is observed that no interleaving gain in terms

of FER is achieved.
Simulation results for the ST-SC system in rapid fading are given in Fig. 4.13. The
lowest FER is achieved using 2 RSC codes and a ST code for both input frame sizes. By
increasing the input frame size, interleaving gain is clearly achieved which is present at
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Figure 4.11: Performance of the ST-PC system in rapid fading.
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Figure 4.12: Performance of the ST-SC system in quasi-static fading.
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Figure 4.13: Performance of the ST-SC system in rapid fading.
low SNRs for the case of a ST code and at medium SNRs for the case of a RST code.
In figures 4.10 to 4.13 it is observed that in general system performance at low to medium
SNRs is improved by using non-recursive ST codes over recursive ST codes and ~SC
codes over NRC codes. It is also noted that interleaving gain in terms of FER is not
achieved in quasi-static fading channels but is present in rapid fading channels. This is
due to the iterative decoding algorithm taking advantage of the extra temporal diversity
in rapid fading channels. For quasi-static fading channels, the diversity gain or slope of
the performance curve is the same for all systems indicating that limited puncturing of
the ST code has a negligible effect on the diversity gain.
Figures 4.14 to 4.17 compare the FER and BER performance of the proposed ST-PC and
ST-SC systems with the serially concatenated system (ST-CC) proposed in [75], using
the optimal combination of encoders. Both proposed systems use 2 RSC codes and a ST
code. The ST-CC system uses a rate 1/2, 4-state outer code with the [1, 5/7] generator
polynomial with a RST inner code for rapid fading and a ST inner code for quasi-static
fading channels.
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Figure 4.14: FER performance comparison in quasi-static fading channels.
In Fig. 4.14 results are shown for quasi-static fading where the FER performance of the
3 systems is similar. The lowest FER is achieved by the ST-CC and ST-PC system for

N = 130 and by the ST-PC system for N = 1300. Note that the ST-CC system has a
higher FER when N is increased while the FER performance of the 2 proposed systems is
the same when N is increased. The BER performance in Fig. 4.15 shows similar trends.
A comparison of the 3 systems in rapid fading is shown in Fig. 4.16. For N

=

130 the

ST-PC system has the lowest FER followed by the ST-SC system and then the ST-CC
system. For N = 1300, the ST-PC system achieves the lowest FER at low SNRs « 5dB)
while the ST-SC system achieves the lowest FER at higher SNRs. The ST-PC system
has a coding gain of 1dB at a FER of 10-3 for N
N

= 1300 over the ST-CC system.

= 130 and 0.8dB at a FER of 10- 2 for

The performance of the ST-SC system over the ST-CC

system is negligible for both input frame sizes. Similar trends are observed in Fig. 4.17
for the BER performance of these systems.
In the literature the performance of iterative decoding schemes have been shown to converge to the Shannon limit in AWGN channels. However in Rayleigh fading channels the
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Figure 4.15: BER performance comparison in quasi-static fading channels.
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Figure 4.16: FER performance comparison in rapid fading channels.
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Figure 4.17: BER performance comparison in rapid fading channels.
performance of these schemes degrades due to the fading process [63, 65, 91]. This is also
observed in the results shown in this chapter. It is also noted that system performance is
worse in quasi-static fading channels than in rapid fading channels where more temporal
diversity is available.

4.7

Analytical results

This section compares the proposed analytical results to simulation results for the ST-CC
and ST-PC systems. Both systems use either a 4-PSK, 4-state non-recursive STTC (ST)
or recursive STTC (RST). The ST-CC uses a rate-1/2 RSC outer code and the ST-PC
system uses rate-2/3 RSC outer codes. All constituent codes are given in appendix C. In
all cases a rapid fading channel is considered, the number of decoding iterations is 6, the
frame size is 130 bits, two transmit and a single receive antenna are used.
A number of computational difficulties were experienced in the analysis. Firstly the bound
and simulation results are only valid in the error floor region of the code. This error floor
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Figure 4.18: Analytical results for the ST-CC system.
occurs at very low FERs « 10- 6 ) and it is extremely time intensive to obtain accurate
simulation results in this region. For this reason it is sometimes not possible to observe
the actual convergence of the bound and simulation results at high SNRs. Furthermore
it is computationally intensive to enumerate the large number of error events required to
obtain significant divergence of the union bound at low SNRs.
In Fig. 4.18 results are shown for the ST-CC code using ST and RST codes. The limiting
function is set to

Plim

= 15 for

the STTC and

dUm

= 50 for the CC.

For the ST code the

analysis gives an upper bound on system performance and is fairly tight (1 dB) at high
SNRs. At low SNRs the analysis is very loose due to the divergence of the union bound.
For the RST code a tight lower bound is observed in the error floor region at high SNRs.
This could be attributable to the suboptimal iterative decoding algorithm used and the
maximum likelihood assumption of the analysis. At low SNRs the bound gives lower FERs
than the simulation results which could be due to an insufficient number of error events
being enumerated. For both codes the proposed bound gives a fairly good approximation
of the system performance at high SNRs.
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Figure 4.19: Analytical results for the ST-PC system.
The results for ST-PC are presented in Fig. 4.19. Here the limiting function is set to
Pl'im

= 10 for the STTC and

d1'im

= 20 for the CC. The analysis for the ST code gives

an upper bound on system performance and is fairly tight (1 dB) at high SNRs. At low
SNRs the union bound diverges and becomes fairly loose, For the RST code, the error
floor could not be accurately simulated but it is observed that the simulation results are
tending towards the analytical results at high SNRs,
Comparing the analytical results for two systems it is observed that a large performance
gain is achieved at high SNRs in using the ST-PC system over the ST-CC system for both
ST and RST constituent codes. This is because the ST-PC system has a lower error floor
than the ST-CC system. The analytical results presented here are very useful in observing
the system behaviour at high SNRs where it is not practical to generate simulation results.
At low SNRs, the simulation results indicate that both systems perform better using ST
codes rather than RST codes. However, this is not true at high SNRs and the analytical
bounds can be used to quickly observe the high SNR behaviour.
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Summary

In this chapter an overview of concatenated convolutional codes was given and recent
literature in the field of concatenated STTCs was reviewed. Two double concatenated
architectures were proposed. The ST-PC system consisted of a PCCC outer code and a
STTC inner code, while the ST-SC system consisted of a SCCC outer code and a STTC
inner code. The system model for these two systems was presented and the encoding and
decoding of each were discussed. The decoding of the constituent codes was explained
where the additive bitwise SISO algorithm was used. The analysis of concatenated convolutional codes was explained and the necessity of the uniform interleaver was described.
Using the notion of the uniform interleaver and the analytical model for STTCs proposed
in chapter 3, an analytical model for the ST-CC and ST-PC systems was derived. The
ST-CC system is a serial concatenation of a CC and a STTC.
Simulation results were presented for the cases of quasi-static and rapid Rayleigh fading,
130 bit and 1300 bit input frame sizes as well as recursive and non-recursive CCs and
STTCs. At low to medium SNRs it was shown that RSC codes concatenated with nonrecursive STTCs achieved the lowest FER for the proposed two systems. Interleaving gain,
in terms of FER, was achieved for rapid fading channels but not for quasi-static fading
channels.
The FER and BER performance of these two systems using the optimal encoder combinations was compared to the performance of the ST-CC. For quasi-static fading it was shown
that the ST-CC and ST-PC systems achieved the lowest FER and BER for N = 130 and
the ST-PC system achieved the lowest FER and BER for N
fading for N

=

= 1300.

In the case of rapid

130 the ST-PC system achieved the lowest FER and BER. For N

=

1300

the ST-PC system resulted in the best performance at low to medium SNRs while the
ST-SC gave the best performance at medium to high SNRs.
The proposed analysis was shown to accurately model the performance of the ST-CC and
ST-PC systems at high SNRs. At low to medium SNRs, the bound was inaccurate but
this is consistent with the behaviour of the union bound. Some computational difficul-
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ties were experienced in generating simulation results at high SNRs and for this reason
convergence of simulation and analytical results was not always observed. Furthermore it
was computational intensive to generate a significant number of error events and in most
cases significant divergence of the union bound was not seen.

In general it was shown that provided the constituent codes are chosen correctly, double
concatenated STTCs have the potential to .achieve lower FERs and BERs than simple
concatenated STTCs in rapid fading channels but not in quasi-static fading channels.

Chapter 5

Turbo Coded Diversity for CDMA
Systems

5.1

Introduction

In multiple access wireless communication systems such as cellular systems, many users
share the same channel, possibly at the same time. In order to distinguish between users
different multiple access techniques can be used.
Frequency division multiple access (FDMA) divides the available bandwidth into a number
of frequency bands and assigns a single band to each user. All users transmit at the
same time but only within their frequency band. The Advanced Mobile Phone System
(AMPS) is based on FDMA. In a time division multiple access (TDMA) system each user
is assigned an equal length time slot. Each user only transmits during this time slot but
uses the full system bandwidth. A number of cellular communication systems are based
on TDMA such as IS-54/IS-136 and Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM).

In a code division multiple access system (CDMA) each user is assigned an orthogonal
code. All users tl'ansmit at the same time using the full bandwidth of the system and are
distinguished at the receiver by their orthogonal code. Systems based on CDMA include
IS-95, Wideband CDMA and CDMA-2000. Of these 3 multiple access techniques, CDMA
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has been chosen for 3rd generation wireless communication systems.
The increase in the demand for multi-media and internet services has placed a heavy burden on CDMA systems where very high data rates are now required. This chapter focuses
on use of transmit antenna diversity to improve the performance of CDMA systems. The
turbo transmit diversity direct-sequencejslow-frequency-hopped (DSjSFH) CDMA system from [82] is modified to include side information (SI) in the turbo decoder to improve
system performance. Furthermore, a more realistic channel model is considered which
introduces correlated Rayleigh fading and partial-band jamming. Possible applications of
such a system include wireless LANs or mobile cellular systems.
Section 5.2 gives an overview of the various types of CDMA systems. Transmit antenna
diversity, space-time transmit diversity and turbo decoding with SI is discussed in section
5.3. The DSjSFH CDMA system model using transmit antenna diversity and turbo coding
is presented in section 5.4 where the transmitter, channel and receiver models are discussed
in detail. The proposed modifications to the turbo decoder to utilise various types of SI are
explained in section 5.5. Simulation results are presented in section 5.6 where the system
performance is considered with various combinations of SI, with and without transmit
antenna diversity, with different interleaver lengths and encoder memory, and in different
fading channels.

5.2

CDMA systems

In this section, a basic overview of various CDMA systems is given and the advantages of
hybrid DSjSFH CDMA are discussed.
A good overview of the main CDMA concepts and current CDMA cellular architectures
is given in [83] and a tutorial describing the main CDMA concepts is given in [84]. In
a CDMA system the transmission bandwidth B t is much larger than the information
bandwidth B i . The processing gain Gp of a CDMA system is the ratio of B t and B i and
is defined below.

_ Bt
Gp E;

(5.1)
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In general, a user's data is spread using a unique spreading or code sequence specific
to that user and is often called a pseudo-noise (PN) sequence. The receiver knows the
code sequences of all users and is able to extract the original information of the desired
user using the code sequence specific to that user. CDMA systems have a number of
advantages over FDMA and TDMA systems. These are: resistance to multipath fading;
soft capacity limits where voice quality is traded for increased capacity; soft handoff; no
frequency management between cells; takes advantage of voice inactivity; achieves higher
capacity; privacy due to the spreading sequence; interference rejection; anti-jamming; low
probability of interception due to low transmission power. On the other hand there are a
few disadvantages such as the near-far effect and synchronisation to the PN sequences
There are many different types of CDMA systems as shown in Fig. 5.1. In direct-sequence
CDMA (DS CDMA) , the information bits are spread by a high rate code sequence. In
frequency-hopping CDMA (FH CDMA), the carrier frequency at which the information
signal is transmitted is changed according to a code sequence. In time-hopping CDMA
(TH CDMA), the code sequence determines the burst times at which the information
signal is transmitted. Hybrid CDMA systems combine 2 or more of the previously mentioned CDMA techniques in order to combine their advantages. Other hybrid CDMA
systems combine CDMA techniques with other multiple access techniques such as TDMA
and multi-carrier (MC) or multi-tone (MT) modulation. More detail on these different
techniques including their advantages and disadvantages are discussed in [2, 83, 84J.
COMA

I
Pure COMA

Hybrid COMA

I

I

OS

FH

TH

w,re~
FFH

OSlFH
OSITH
FHrrH
OSIFHrrH

I
TOMAlCOMA

MC-COMA
MT-COMA

SFH

Figure 5.1: Classification of CDMA systems.
This chapter considers a hybrid DS/SFH CDMA system which has been considered by a
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number of authors [85, 86, 87]. These systems have been shown to combine the advantages
of both DS and FH systems. These being the anti-multipath interference and increased
capacity of DS systems and the good immunity against partial-band-jamming and the
absence of the near-far problem in FH systems.

5.3

Antenna diversity and coding for CDMA systems

This section discusses the use of coding and transmit antenna diversity to improve the
performance of CDMA systems. Various transmit diversity and space-time transmit diversity techniques are discussed and the use of SI for turbo decoding is explained. Recent
literature in the fields of space-time transmit diversity and side information is reviewed.

5.3.1

Transmit antenna diversity

Transmit antenna diversity can be used to improve the performance and spectral efficiency
of CDMA systems and can be combined with the more traditional receive antenna diversity
to achieve further gains in performance.
There are three main methods used to distinguish the signals transmitted simultaneously
from multi~le antennas. ri'hese are code division transmit diversity (CDTD), time division
transmit diversity (TDTD) and CDTD, TDTD with pre-RAKE combining. A performance
comparison of these transmit diversity techniques is presented in [88] for an 13-95 CDMA
system using 2 transmit antennas.
With CDTD different orthogonal spreading codes are applied to each antenna (orthogonalCDTD) or the same spreading code is applied to each antenna with an intentional delay
(non-orthogonal-CDTD) .
In TDTD only one antenna is allowed to transmit information at a time. A round-robin
approach can be taken where the data is cycled over the antennas. Antenna selection
is another approach to TDTD, which uses feedback from the receiver to determine the
optimal antenna from which to transmit the information.
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For CDTD, TDTD with pre-RAKE combining, each antenna convolves the transmitted
signal with the complex conjugate of the channel gain. This method requires feedback to
the transmitter.

5.3.2

Space-time transmit antenna diversity

As with space-time coding where system performance is improved by combining antenna
diversity with channel coding, the performance of CDMA systems can also be improved
by combining transmit antenna diversity with appropriate channel coding.
A basic ST coded CDMA system using transmit diversity combines FEC encoding with
either CDTD or TDTD. This chapter will focus on CDTD schemes. In a CDTD scheme,
the input data is FEC encoded, divided into

nT

spreading codes and finally transmitted over the
signal is a linear superposition of the

nT

substreams, spread using orthogonal
nT

transmit antennas. The received

transmitted signals and the

nT

substreams can

be recovered by despreading this composite signal with the corresponding spreading code.
These substreams are then decoded to obtain the original input data. A good comparison
of CDTD and TDTD schemes using convolutional codes and turbo codes is given in [89].
Convolutional codes were combined with non-orthogonal CDTD in [90] in a DS CDMA
system using BPSK modulation for an indoor wireless LA . Both space and time diversity
were achieved and it was shown that the proposed multi-antenna system with convolutional codes outperforms the same system using repetition codes and a conventional single
antenna convolutionally coded system. In [91] a turbo transmit diversity scheme was proposed for a multiple satellite communication system. This scheme mapped the output of
a turbo encoder to two transmit antennas using QPSK modulation. In [92] aDS CDMA
turbo coded diversity system was considered which combined the turbo diversity scheme
from [91] with the work in [90]. The output of a multiple turbo encoder was mapped to
multiple transmit antennas where the signals on each antenna were distinguished using
non-orthogonal CDTD. This work was extended in [82] to a DSjSFH CDMA system using
orthogonal CDTD.
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Turbo decoding with side information

The use of side information (SI) to improve the performance of turbo codes has been
investigated in [93,94,95] for FH CDMA systems and in [96] for DS/SFH CDMA systems.
It was shown that SI improves the decoding performance. Furthermore, employing SI

only modifies the calculation of the branch transition probabilities and does not otherwise
increase the complexity of the decoding algorithm.
In [93, 94] partial band interference SI was considered and the knowledge of the channel
being jammed or unjammed was either available or unavailable to the turbo decoder.
In [95] partial band interference and Rayleigh fading were considered. Turbo decoding
considered 2 types of SI, knowledge that the transmitted bit was jammed or unjammed and
knowledge of the Rayleigh fading amplitudes. In all cases it was shown the performance of
the turbo decoder was improved by using SI. In [96] partial-band interference, multi-user
interference and Rayleigh fading were considered. The performance of the decoder was
considered with and without the knowledge of jamming, hitting and fading SI. In all cases
the use of SI was shown to improve the system performance.·

5.4

Thrbo transmit diversity DSjSFH CDMA system model

In this section the system model for a DS/SFH CDMA system using transmit antenna
diversity and turbo codes is presented. This system is based on the system proposed in [82]
but here the channel model is extended to include partial-band jamming and correlated
Rayleigh fading over time.
The DS/SFH CDMA system consists of K users transmitting asynchronously over a time
correlated Rayleigh fading channel with partial band jamming and AWGN noise. The
data stream of each user k = {I, ... ,K} is encoded using a rate 1/3 turbo encoder [7, 8],
DS/SFH spread, QPSK modulated and transmitted over the two antennas.

Different

spreading sequences are used on each antenna to distinguish the two signals. The antennas are assumed to be sufficiently separated to ensure spatially uncorrelated fading but
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sufficiently close to ensure that the propagation delays for each antenna are the same..
The received signal is despread, QPSK demodulated and fed to the turbo decoder which
outputs an estimate of the original data stream of the desired user.
The following sections describe the transmitter, channel and receiver models used in this
system.

5.4.1

Transmitter model

The transmitter model of user k is shown in Fig. 5.2. User k's binary data stream udt) of
duration Tb is rate 1/3 turbo encoded to produce three output bit streams. The systematic
output Xk(t) is simply the original data stream while the non-systematic outputs Ylk(t) and

Y2k(t) correspond to the encoded and interleaved encoded versions of Uk(t) respectively.
The turbo encoder has the same structure to that shown in Fig. 4.1.
a~(t)=(roJ+e,)

....-_..., x,(t)
U,

t

Turbo

Encoderl~~~ ~
>:

1-~~!1

cos(ro,(t) +U, (t))

Figure 5.2: Transmitter block diagram.
After multiplexing and serial to parallel conversion the bit streams, of duration

n, on the

in-phase and q~adrature branches of the QPSK modulator of antenna 1 = {1,2}, b~k(t)
and b~k(t) respectively, are expressed as follows.
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b;k(t)

{Y1k(1),Y2k(2),Y1k(3),Y2k(4),

}

b;k(t)

{Y2k (1), YH: (2), Y2k (3), Y1k( 4),

}
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The non-systematic bit streams are transmitted alternatively on antenna 1 and 2 while
the systematic bit stream is transmitted on both antennas.
The signals on the in-phase and quadrature branches of antenna I are multiplied by chipping sequence ai(t) of user k, antenna I. This sequence is periodical, has period Ne and
chip duration Tc such that

n=

NeTc. Different chipping sequences are used on the two

antennas so that these signals can be distinguished at the receiver. In general b~k(t) is
given by (5.2) where x

= {c, s}

and ai(t) by (5.3) where PTb(t) and PTc(t) are rectangular

NRZ pulses of unit height and duration Tb and T e respectively. Both b~k(i) and ai(i)
belong to the set {-1, 1}.

b~I:k(t)

=

ai(t)

=

.L b~k(i)Pn(t - in)
.L ai(i)PTJt - iTe)

(5.2)
(5.3)

The spread signal ai(t)b~k(t) is QPSK modulated and frequency hopped by the pseudorandom hopping pattern Wk(t) of user k. The hopping intervals are derived from a set of q
available frequencies. After bandpass filtering, to remove unwanted frequency components,
the transmitted signal of user k, antenna I can be expressed as follows.

ci(t)

= vP· ai(t){ b~k(t) cos [(Wk(t) + Welt + ak:(t) + (h]
+b~k(t) sin [(Wk(t)

Here,

(h is the random phase of user

divided between both antennas,

Wc

(5.4)

+ Welt + ak,(t) + {h] }

k, P is the total transmitted power which is equally

is the carrier frequency and aA,(t) is the phase shift

introduced by the frequency hopper which is assumed to remain constant during each hop.

5.4.2

Channel model

The link between the receiver and user k is characterised by a low-pass equivalent transfer
function given by,
2

hk,(t) =

.L f3k[8(t 1=1

Tk) exp(j'kl)

(5.5)
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where kl refers to the transmission path of antenna l of user k, j =

A
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and 8(-) is the

delta dirac function. There are two antennas associated with user k, each assumed to have
independent transmission paths. The

lth

variables; the path gain

rkl

(3kl,

the phase

path of user k is characterised by three random
and the delay

T~,.

It is assumed that

are statistically independent for different values of k and l. The path gain
uistributed with variance

a;,

rkl

is uniformly distributed in [0, 27rJ and

(3kl
Tk

(3kl

and

Tk

is Rayleigh

is uniformly

uistributed in [0, Tb]'
Correlated Rayleigh random variates over time are generated using the Filtered White
Gaussian Noise (WGN) method described in [97]. In this method two independent zeromean WGN processes are filtered and added in quadrature. The real and imaginary parts
of the time samples of the complex Gaussian process have an autocorrelation sequence.

R[d]
Here

fm

= Jo(27r fmld!)

(5.6)

is the maximum Doppler frequency normalised by the sampling rate and d is the

separation between samples.
The channel introduces AWGN with two-sided power spectral density No/2. It is assumed
that there exists a partial band jammer [93] that will evenly distribute its power over a
fraction p of the total bandwidth. The partial band interference is moueled as a Gaussian
random process and has two-sided power spectral density N j /2p. There are two channel
states for user k, jammed and unjammed, denoted by Jk(t)

°

= 1 and Jdt) = respectively

where the channel state is assumed to remain constant over the entire hop duration. The
probability of hopping into a jammed state is p anu into an unjammed state 1 _ p.

5.4.3

Receiver model

The signal arriving at the receiver is a linear superposition of the transmitted signals. The
coherent receiver consists of a frequency dehopper, two QPSK uemouulators, a demultiplexer anu a rate 1/3 turbo decoder as shown in Fig. 5.3.
The received signal r(t) is given by (5.7) below where n(t) is AWGN with two-sided power
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Figure 5.3: Receiver block diagram.
spectral density No/2

+ Jk(t)Nj/2p.
K

r(t)

= ..JP L

2

L (3kla~(t - Tk){ b~k(t - Tk) cos [(Wk(t - Tk)

+ we)t + cPkzJ

(5.7)

k=11=1

+b~k(t - Tk) sin [(Wk(t - Tk) + we)t + cPkzJ } + n(t)
The phase cPkl is expressed as follows.
(5.8)
The calculation of the decision statistic from the received signal is well explained in [82,
85, 86J and only the details are presented here.
The frequency dehopper has an identical structure to that described in [86] and consists
of two bandpass filters and a mixer. The first bandpass filter removes out-of-band thermal
noise, the mixer performs appropriate frequency translation and the second bandpass filter
removes the high frequency terms. It is assumed that the hopping pattern of the receiver
is synchronised to that of user 1 and that the dehopper introduces a phase shift <PI which is
assumed to be constant over the hopping interval. The output of the frequency dehopper

rd(t) for user 1 is expressed as follows.
K

rd(t)

2

= Jp/4LL(3kla~(t-Tk)8(Wl(t-Tl),Wk(t-T~J){
k=11=1

b~k(t - Tk) cos(wet + Wkl) + b~k(t - Tk) sin (wet + Wkl)} + nd(t)

(5.9)
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= <Pkl + <PI

The phase term Wkl

and nd(t) is AVvGN with two-sided power spectral density

No/8 + Jdt)Nj/8p. The Kroneker function 8(·,,) is defined as 8(1/"v) = 1 for
8( 1/" v)

= 0 for -# v where u
1/,

1L

= v and

and v are both real valued. Thus the clehopper suppresses

any signals at time t whose frequencies differ from

Wl

(t - T1)' In this system the signals

transmitted from both antennas of any of the non-reference users using a different hopping
interval to the reference user are suppressed.
The impulse responses of the in-phase and quadrature branches of QPSK demodulator

l of user 1 are matched to a Tb sec. time segment of

a.i (t) cos (wet)

and

a.i (t) sin (wet)

respectively. Consider the output of the in-phase integrator of user 1, antenna 1 and
assume perfect synchronisation. Considering bit ).., the output of the in-phase integrator

zl

can be expressed as follows.
K

JP/16

2

L L!Jkl{

(5.10)

k:=ll=l

'(.Hl)Tb

COS(Wkl)

[

·>..n

a.i(t)a.i(t - Tk)b~k(t - 7})8 (Wl(t),Wk(t - Tk)) dt

'(.Hlm

+ sin(Wkl)

[

·>..n

a.i(t)a.i(t - Tk)b~k(t - Tk)8 (Wl(t),Wk(t - Tk)) dt}

Here n~ is a zero-mean Gaussian random variable with variance N o/16
order to simplify the integration, the integral over

.

+ n~

+ Jk:(t)Nj /16p.

In

n is split into 2 parts to account for

hitting of the current bit).. of the reference user with the previous and current bits of the
non-reference users. Because of the periodicity of the spreading code, the dependence of
the integral on ).. can be dropped and (5.10) can be re-written as follows.

z~

K

=

J P/16

2

L L !Jkl{

(5.11)

k=l /=1

COS(Wkl)

+

[dl(b~()" - l))b~()" - l)Rkl(Tk:) + d2(b~k:()"))b~k:()")Rkl(Tk:)]

sin(w kl) [d 1 (b~k ().. - 1) )b~k: ().. - 1 )Rkl (Tk:)

+ d2(b~k: ()..) )b~k: ()..)RI;;I (Tk)]

}

+ n~

The functions d 1 (-) and d2(-) belong to the set {O, I} and account hitting between the
reference and non-reference users. The correlation of the spreading sequences is expressed
by the functions Rk1(Tk:) and Rk:l(TJ,c) which are given below.
(5.12)
(5.13)
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The demodulated signals from each demodulator branch are demultiplexed and fed to the
turbo decoder which outputs an estimate of the original information bit stream after a
number of decoding iterations. The turbo decoder is similar to that shown in Fig. 4.2 and
the decoding proceeds in a similar way to that described in section 4.2.

5.5

Turbo decoder with side information

The performance of the turbo decoder can be improved if side information other than
the noise variance is available. The introduction of side information modifies only the
transition probabilities of the channel and does not affect the complexity of the turbo
decoding algorithm.
This section describes the proposed modification of the turbo transmit diversity DS/SFH
system to incorporate jamming, hitting and fading SI into the turbo decoder. These
modifications are based on the work described in [96J for a single antenna DS/SFH CDMA
system.

5.5.1

The original turbo decoder

In this system the modified MAP decoding algorithm described in [91] is used.

The

calculation of the branch transition probabilities given below need to be modified to take
into account the different forms of side information.

p(11ldt

= i, St = m)

(5.14)

P(11+1I d1.+1 = i, St+l = Sj(m)

(5.15)

Here dt = {O, I} is the decoded bit, St is the encoder state, S,(m) is the state one would
arrive at if one goes fOlward in time from state Sm on branch d t

=

1: and

11

is the

demodulator output at time t. The modification of (5.14) and (5.15) is very similar.
Consider the modification of (5.14) for the first component decoder of user 1 where the
demodulator output

Et =

(.Tlt' X2t, Ylt) is used. Now (5.14) can be expanded as shown
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below where the dependence of Xlt and X2t on the current state can be dropped as these
are the systematic bits and therefore independent of the encoder state.
(5.16)
The following section describes the calculation of these probabilities using the three forms
of SI.

5.5.2

Modifications to the turbo decoder

This section describes the calculation of p(xltldt) which is similar to the calculation of the
other probabilities in (5.16).
The channel used in this chapter is assumed to be memoryless i.e. one bit per hop. The
SI is either perfect (PSI), estimated (ESI) using the system parameters or not available
(NSI). Three forms of side information are considered. Jamming SI reveals which bits
have been jammed, hitting SI reveals the number of non-reference users using the same
frequency bin as the reference user and fading SI gives the instantaneous Rayleigh fading
amplitude f3kl(t) of each bit.
Now consider the calculation of p(xltldt) which for simplification purposes will be expressed
as p(Xtldt). For demodulated symbol Xt, let f3t denote the Rayleigh fading amplitude, Jt
denote the channel state where the channel is jammed if Jt

= 1 and unjammed if Jt = 0

and Ht denote the number of non-reference users hitting the reference user. In the PSI
case the probabilities are evaluated directly, while in the ESI case the probabilities are
calculated using the law of total probability and in the NSI case the side information is
not considered at all.
The probability of the demodulated symbol Xt conditioned on the side information and dt
is expressed below.
(5.17)
(J2

o

(5.18)
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The partial band, multi-user and self interference as well as the AWGN are combined into a
single Gaussian random variable with zero-mean and variance

0'5.

The first term of (5.18)

is the variance of the AWGN, the second the variance of the partial-band interference and
the last the variance of the multi-user and self interference.
The probability distributions of the jamming, hitting and fading side information are given
below.

p(Jt

= j)

p(Ht = h)
p(!3t

= r) =

1-p

if j=O

{ p

if j

(K: I)

(l/q)h(l_ l/q)K-l-h

=1

~exp
(-~)
0'2
20'2
r

(5.19)

(5.20)
(5.21)

r

Various combinations of jamming, hitting and fading SI are now considered to be perfect,
estimated or not available.

Jamming PSI, Hitting PSI, Fading PSI

For the first case the knowledge of all forms of side information are available to the
decoder and no estimation is required. The branch transition probabilities are calculated
by substituting (5.17) to (5.21) into (5.22) below.
(5.22)

Jamming ESI, Hitting PSI, Fading PSI

In this case the knowledge of jamming SI is unavailable to the decoder and is thus estimated.
1

p(Xt, Ht, !3tl dt;}

= p(Ht)p(!3t) :L p(Xtl1t = j, Ht, !3t, dt)p(Jt = j)
j=O

(5.23)
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Jamming PSI, Hitting ESI, Fading PSI
Here the knowledge of the hitting SI is unavailable to the decoder and is estimated as
follows.

K-l

p(Xt, J t , (3tldt) = p(Jt}p({3t)

l: p(XtlJt, Ht = 17., (3t, dt)p(Ht = h)

(5.24)

h=O

Jamming ESI, Hitting ESI, Fading PSI
In the last case the knowledge of jamming and hitting SI is not available to the decoder
and both these forms of SI must be estimated.
K-l

p(Xt,{3tldt) =p({3t)

L

1

l:p(XtIJt =j,Ht = h,{3t,dt )p(Jt =j)p(Ht = h)

(5.25)

h=Oj=O

NSI cases
In order to observe the system performance with no jamming or no hitting SI, the corresponding term in (5.18) is removed and the corresponding probability p(Jt) or p(Ht ) in
(5.22) to (5.25) is set to 1. For the case of no fading SI the (3t term in (5.17) and p({3t) in
(5.22) to (5.25) are set 1.

5.6

Simulation results

This section presents the simulation results for the proposed turbo transmit diversity
DS/SFH CDMA system with side information. The effects of various combinations of side
information (SI) are considered. The system performance with and without diversity is
presented for the uncoded and coded cases. The effect of increasing the interleaver length
and encoder memory is investigated. System performance in an AWGN, uncorrelated
Rayleigh fading channel and time correlated Rayleigh fading channel is also considered.
The simulation results are generated using Monte-Carlo methods where (5.11) is evaluated
for each branch of the demodulator. These outputs are then turbo decoded and the number
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of bit and frame errors are recorded.
For all simulation results, the BER or FER is plotted against SNR per bit. In all cases,
unless stated otherwise, the following parameters are used. The number of users K is
10. The number of transmit antennas

nT

is 2 and receive antennas is 1. The number of

frequency bins q is 3 and the number of data bits per hop is 1. The signal to jamming ratio
(SJR) is 5dB where the fraction of the total bandwidth jammed p is 0.3. The length of the
spreading sequence of each user is 31 where Gold codes [98, Chap. 8] are generated using
the octal polynomials (45,75). The correlated Rayleigh random variables are generated
using a carrier frequency of 1 GHz, a FIR filter length of 33, a mobile velocity of 10 m.s- 1 .
This corresponds to a normalised Doppler frequency of 0.002. The rate 1/3 turbo encoder
uses rate 1/2, recursive systematic convolutional encoders using the (7,5) octal generator
polynomials and a pseudo-random interleaver of length N

=

100. The 1st encoder is

terminated and the 2nd is left un-terminated. The number of decoding iterations is 5 and
perfect SI for jamming, hitting and fa.ding is assumed i.e. the (pJ,pH,pF) case.
In Fig. 5.4 the BER performance of the coded system with various combinations of SI is
considered. The jamming (J), hitting (H) or fading (F) SI is either perfect (p), estimated
(e) or not available (n). The jamming and hitting SI are estimated using equations 5.17
to 5.25.
The (nJ,nE,nF) case, where no SI except the variance of the AWGN is available to the
decoder, results in the worst performance. By including fading SI the system performance
is improved. Hitting SI only improves the system performance at higher SNRs when the
multiple-access interference is more dominant than the AWGN. For both the cases of no
hitting SI, a performance degradation from 10 dB is observed. At lower SNRs, hitting SI
does not improve system performance because the multi-access interference is negligible
compared with the AWGN. Jamming SI gives a larger performance gain than hitting SI.
This gain however is inversely proportional to the SJR whereby a higher SJR would cause
the performance gain due to jamming SI to diminish. Perfect and estimated hitting SI
result in a similar performance gain which indicates that the estimate of the multi-access
interference is fairly accurate. Perfect jamming SI results in lower BERs than estimated
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Figure 5.4: Effect of jamming, hitting and fading SI.
jamming SI. The lowest BER is achieved by using perfect SI i.e. the (pJ ,pH,pF) case.
Note that the (pJ,pH,pF) system has a performance gain of 5 dB over the (nJ,nH,nF)
system at a BER of 2 x 10- 2 .
The uncoded and coded system performance with diversity (nT

= 2) and without diversity

(nT = 1) is presented in Fig. 5.5 for the BER and in Fig. 5.6 for the FER. When no

diversity or coding is employed, the data bits are transmitted using BPSK modulation.
For the uncoded system with diversity, the input data is duplicated, transmitted over
both antennas using BPSK modulation and combined at the receiver using maximal ratio
combining. The coded system without diversity uses a rate 1/2 punctured turbo encoder
where the systematic bits are transmitted on' the in-phase and the pa;ity bits on the
quadrature branches of the QPSK modulator. The total transmitted power P for all the
systems with and without diversity is the same. For both the coded and uncoded systems,
it is clear that employing transmit diversity improves the BER and FER performance
where larger performance gains are achieved for the coded cases.
The effect of interleaver size N and constituent encoder memory m. of turbo encoder is
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of turbo encoder parameters.
considered in Fig. 5.7. For the encoder with m
used. Increasing the interleaver size from N

=

= 100

4 the octal polynomials (37,21) are
to N

=

1000, improves the system

performance for both m = 2 and m = 4. Performance gain is also achieved by increasing
the encoder memory for both interleaver sizes.
In Fig. 5.8 the system performance in AWGN, uncorrelated Rayleigh fading and time
correlated Rayleigh fading is presented for the coded amI uncoded systems. In all cases
partial-band jamming and AWGN are still present. When no coding is employed, the
system performance in an uncorrelated and a correlated fading channel is identical but
inferior to system performance in an AWGN channel. When coding is employed, the BER
is highest in a correlated fading channel due to the longer fades resulting in burst errors.
Performance improves in an uncorrelated Rayleigh fading channel and improves further
in an AWGN channel.
In all the results presented in this section a flattening of the BER performance curve is
observed from about 10 dB. This is largely due to the multi-user and self interference
becoming more significant than the AWGN.
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Figure 5.8: System performance in different channels.

5.7

Summary

In this chapter the performance of a DS/SFH CDMA system employing transmit antenna
diversity and turbo coding with side information (SI) was investigated.

An overview

of multiple access techniques and CDMA systems was given. Various areas of research
aiming to improve the performance of CDMA systems such as transmit antenna diversity,
space-time antenna diversity and turbo coding with side information were discussed. The
system model was presented and modifications to the turbo decoder to take advantage of
jamming, hitting and fading SI were described.
Simulation results wel;e presented to investigate the performance of the system. Results
showed that jamming, hitting and fading SI improved the system performance where
jamming SI gave the largest performance gain. Estimated and perfect hitting SI gave
similar performance gains while perfect jamming SI resulted in larger performance gains
than estimated jamming SI. The diversity system outperformed the equivalent system
without diversity for the coded and uncoded cases although performance gains were more
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evident in the coded cases.
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The performance of the turbo decoder was improved by

increasing the interleaver size and encoder memory. It was shown that correlation in time
degraded system performance.

Chapter 6

Conclusions
This dissertation focused on the use of coded transmit antenna diversity to improve the
performance and capacity of single user and multiple user wireless communication systems without sacrificing system power or bandwidth. The results presented in chapters 2
through 5, were generated using custom built software simulation environments.
Chapter 1 described the necessity for and requirements of 3G cellular systems. Some current cellular proposals were discussed where CDMA had received the strongest support
from industry. It was established that the ability of future wireless systems to deliver
high qualitj', high data rate, power and bandwidth efficient services is integral to their future progress and development. A basic communication system was described and various
methods to improve system performance, such as error correcting codes, modulation and
diversity, were discussed. Antenna diversity can improve system reliability without sacrificing system power or bandwidth. Transmit diversity was shown to be a viable solution
for improving the performance and capacity of systems where receive diversity is not effective such as the downlink in cellular systems. Furthermore transmit diversity can increase
the capacity and performance of receive diversity systems. Space-time trellis codes, which
merge channel coding with antenna diversity, were discussed and some current research
issues were highlighted. Motivation for the research done and original contributions of
this dissertation were presented.
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Chapter 2 was a literature survey on MEA systems employing enor control coding. A
generalised system model was described. Theoretical results for channel capacity and
FER were presented and it was shown that receive diversity alone cannot achieve the
high capacities possible by MEA systems.

Thus transmit diversity as well as receive

diversity is essential in achieving high system capacities. An overview of existing MEA
architectures using enor control coding was given and it was discussed that STTCs give
the best tradeoff between complexity and performance. Recent work in the field of STTCs
was reviewed which included analytical techniques and the use of concatenated coding
to improve the

perform~nce of

STTCs. The STTC system architecture was described in

uetail and performance results for various codes were presented in quasi-static and rapid
Rayleigh fading channels. These simulation results were compared to theoretical results
which indicated that STTCs achieve maximum diversity gain but not maximum coding
gain. These results demonstrated the need for concatenated STTCs to improve the coding
gain of STTCs.
In chapter 3 a novel mathematical analysis for STTCs in quasi-static and rapid Rayleigh
fading channels was proposed. Current analytical methods for STTCs were reviewed,
but these did not sufficiently explain how the enor events of a STTC were enumerated.
The original Chernoff bound and a new bound on the PWEP of a particular codeword
were discussed. The application of the union bound to the analysis of coded systems
was uescribed and it was discussed that the complexity of the analysis could be greatly
reduced if enor events were used. The state transition matrix method was modified to
enumerate error events described by many parameters. The classification of the enor
events of a STTC in terms of parameters and calculation of the FER and BER from
these enumerated error events was explained. The analytical results were compared with
simulation results where the new bound on the PWEP was shown to be tighter than the
Chernoff bound. In rapid fading channels the union bound agreed well with simulation
results at high SNRs, but diverged at low SNRs. In quasi-static fading channels the union
bound was very loose and the numerical bound was used which was shown to be accurate
even at low SNRs.
Concatenated STTCs were considered in chapter 4 to improve the coding gain of STTCs.
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Concatenated convolutional codes were discussed and recent literature on concatenated
STTCs was presented. Two novel double concatenated STTC structures were proposed.
A turbo code was serially concatenated with a STTC and a SCCC was concatenated
with a STTC. An analysis for concatenated and double concatenated STTCs was derived
by combining analytical methods for concatenated convolutional codes with the analysis
proposed for STTCs in chapter 3. Simulation results showed that double concatenated
STTCs outperform simple concatenated STTCs in rapid fading channels provided the
correct constituent encoders are chosen. Marginal performance gains were observed in
quasi-static fading channels. The proposed analytical model was shown to agree with simulation results at high SNRs, but not at low SNRs which is consistent with the behaviour
of the union bound.
In chapter 5, a turbo transmit antenna diversity DSjSFH CDMA system was modified
to incorporate side information (SI) in the turbo decoder to improve the system performance. The channel model was modified to include time correlated Rayleigh fading and
partial-band jamming. Space-time transmit antenna diversity and turbo decoding with
side information were briefly discussed. The system model· and the modification of the
turbo decoder to utilise jamming, hitting and fading SI were described. System performance was investigated, where it was shown that perfect and estimated jamming, hitting
and fading SI improves system performance. Transmit antenna diversity was shown to give
superior performance to the single antenna case for both the coded and uncoded systems.

Appendix A

List of acronyms

2G

Second Generation

3G

Third Generation

AMPS

Advanced Mobile Phone System

ARQ

Automatic Repeat Request

AWGN

Additive White Gaussian Noise

BER

Bit Error Rate

BLAST

Bell Laboratories Layered Space Time

bps

Bits Per Second

CC

Convolutional Code

CCDF

Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function

CDCM

Codeword Difference Covariance Matrix

CDMA

Code Division Multiple Access

CDTD

Code Division Transmit Diversity

CSI

Channel State Information

D-BLAST

Diagonally Layered BLAST

V-BLAST

Verticle BLAST

DPCCC

, Double Parallel Concatenated Convolutional Code

DS

Direct Sequence

DSCCC

Double Serially Concatenated Convolutional Code
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ESI

Estimated Side Information

ETSI

European Telecommunications Standards Institute

FDMA

Frequency Division Multiple Access

FEC

Forward Error Correction

FER

Frame Error Rate

FH

Frequency Hopped

GSM

Global System for Mobile Communication

HCCC

Hybrid Concatenated Convolutional Code

IMT-2000

International Mobile Telecommunications for the 21st century

IS-95

Interim Standard 95

ITU

International Telecommunications Union

MAP

Maximum a posteriori

MC

Multi-carrier

MEA

Multi-element Array

ML

Maximum-likelihood

MT

Multi-tone

NRC

Non-recursive Convolutional

NSI

No Side Information

PCCC

Parallel Concatenated Convolutional Code

PN

Pseudo-Noise

PSI

Perfect Side Information

PWEP

Pairwise Error Probability

RS

Reed-Solomon

RSC

Recursive Systematic Convolutional

SCCC

Serially Concatenated Convolutional Code

SFH

Slow Frequency Hopped

SI

Side Information

SISO

Soft-input Soft-output

SJR

Signal to Jamming Ratio

SNR

Signal to Noise Ratio

SOYA

Soft Output Viterbi Algorithm
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ST

Space-time

STBC

Space-time Block Code

STC

Space-time Code

STTC

Space-time Trellis Code

TCM

Trellis Coded Modulation

TDMA

Time Division Multiple Access

TDTD

Time Division Transmit Diversity

TH

Time Hopping

UMTS

Universal Mobile Telecommunications System

UTRA

UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access

UTRA TDD

UTRA Time Division Duplex

WCDMA

Wideband Code Division Multiple Access
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Appendix B

List of symbols
This appendix lists the more common symbols which are used throughout the dissertation.

Spreading code for user k, antenna l
Channel capacity (bpsjHz)
c'"sf

Transmitted symbol from antenna i for state s to state

fsf

Vector of transmitted symbols for state s to state

f

Vector of transmitted symbols at time t
Transmitted signal of user k from antenna l
cti

Transmitted symbol from antenna i at time t

Co

All-zero codeword

C

Valid correct transmitted codeword

e

Valid incorrect decoded codeword
Energy of signal transmitted from antenna i

k

Number of encoder input bits for each time instance

K

Number of users
Constraint length of code

L

Input frame length in symbols

M

Constellation size (M-PSK)
Encoder memory
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f transition

transition
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N

Input frame size in bits

n

Number of encoder output bits for each time instance

n(i,g)

Error event multiplicity

nTR

Number of transmit and receive antennas (n

N o/2

Two-sided noise power spectral density

= nT = nR)

Length of spreading code
Two-sided power spectral density of partial band jammer
Number of receive antennas
Number of encoder states
Number of transmit antennas
Total transmitted power in CDMA system

P
P(c

-+

e)

PWEP of transmitting c and incorrectly decoding e

Pb

Bit error rate

Pr

Frame error rate

q

Number of hopping intervals

R

Transmission rate (bps/Hz)
Code rate

rit

Received signal at antenna j at time t
Bit duration of uncoded data stream
Chip duration

1Jk(t)

Uncoded data stream of user k

Qk(t)

Phase shift introduced by frequency hopper
Path gain from transmit antenna i to receive antenna j at time t
Channel matrix for entire frame
Matrix of channel gains at time t
Path gain for antenna l of user k
AWGN at receive antenna j at time t
Phase for antenna l of user k
Random phase of user k

p

Fraction of total bandwidth occupied by partial band jammer
Variance per dimension of Q~j
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Delay of user k

<PI

Phase introduced by frequency dehopper

Wc

Carrier frequency
Hopping sequence of user k
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Constituent codes

C.l

Space-time trellis codes

In this section the trellis diagrams for the constituent STTCs used in this dissertation are
given. For all codes the number of input bits k
number of transmit antennas

nT

= 2.

= 2, the constellation size M = 4 and the

The general structure of such an encoder as well as

the 4-PSK constellation used is given below in Fig. C.l.
I

C,

2 u 1 Space-Time
ut,
t

~

Trellis
Encoder

cI2

V
------l
3

Figure C.1: General encoder structure with k

= 2,

nT

= 2 and

M

= 4.

In the following trellis diagrams, the encoder states are numbered along the right hand side
of the trellis. The input output relationships 71';11,£ / c£q are given in the matrix to the left
of the trellis wh~re the transitions in the trellis diagram from top to bottom correspond
to the matrix entries from left to right.
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C.2

Convolutional codes

In this section the generating matrices for the constituent convolutional codes used in this
dissertation are presented.

2

G(D) =

1+ D
]
[ 1, 1 + D + D2

Recursive systematic, rate 1/2, 4-state.

[1

G(D) -

,1+D

1+ +
+
D2

D

4

D3

+ D4

]

Recursive systematic, rate 1/2, 16-state.

G(D)

=[

1, 0,
0, 1,

1+D2
1+D+D2

]

l+D
1+D+D2

Recursive systematic, rate 2/3, 4-state.

G(D)

=[

1 + D, D, 1
]
1+D, 1, 1+D

Non-recursive, rate 2/3, 4-state.

Appendix D

Simulation description.
The simulation results presented throughout this dissertation were generated using MonteCarlo methods whereby the same simulation is repeated many times until a sufficient
number of errors are generated. All simulations were developed by the author using the
C++ programming language. The performance of many different systems are simulated
in this dissertation and in this section tne general structure of the simulation procedure is
described.
A flow diagram describing the general simulation procedure for each system is shown in
Fig. D.l. The system is initialised with the appropriate parameters. When a single ST
encoder is employed, as discussed in chapters 2 and 3, the number of decoding iterations
is 1. The flow diagram is clarified by the description of turbo codes given in section 4.2.1.
For each data point on the BER or FER performance curve the following procedure is
followed.
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...-----_-1

Generate frame of iid bits

IEnc:d:~
k

Initialise a-priori information of
each constituent decoder using r

~
Perform one decoding iteration by
exchanging extrinsic information
bet\\Cen constituent decoders
Feedback extrinsic information
for next decoding iteration

Symbol

Description

11

uncoded data bits

l<

encoded Symbols

r

received symbols

y

decoded data bits

F

number of frame

I

number of iterations

false

Update FER and BER counters
by comparing 11 with .it

false

f=F

Figure D.l: Flow diagram for general code structure.
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